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Reflections. - Fulfilled Predictions.
Reincarnation (Poem). - M . D. TURNER.

ASTROLOGY
Horoscope of the Month. - «MAHATMA» GANDHI.
Favourable Elements for September.-October .
Esoteric House Relationships. - CAREL VoRSTELMAN.
Freemasonry and Astrology. - TH. J. J. RAM.

OCCULTISM
The Garden of Eden: according to Philo the Jew. Dr.

E. E.

de HENSELER.

Atlantis, the Land Unknown. - PAUL LE CouR.
From Dream lo Reclity (A Story). - AIMEE BLECH.

PSYCHIC STUDY
Invisible Playmates. - FRANCIS RoLT-WHEELER.
Doctor and Healer. - Dr. R. REGNIER.
A Living Mystery, a report on Therese Neumann.
Notable Books. - Your Place in the Stars. - My
Larger Life. - Communications with the Dead. An Awakening to the Universe. - New Light on the
Problem of Disease.

PREDICTIONS

and International Astrology. - Predictions;,.
. ----.....ir.-..
£;:::;:;:::::=~k,4alional
Course in the Oracular Sciences. - THE DtRECTO'"'°".............,...-~,...
OF THE INSTITUTE.

J

T::e::E SEER,
A Monthly Review of Esoteric and Exoteric Astrology and of the
Psychic and Occult Sciences
Editor-in-chief : FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph. D.
Associate : C. VORSTELMAN.
By reason of tlie fact that this review is puMisbed in close relation with
c L;ASTROSOPHIE », its sister review (in the French language), it bas the
unusual advantae-e of possessing a staff of contributors from all European
countries, as well as the collaboration of the leadin,e: English and American
writers in the subjects belongin~ to its special domain.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-POST-FREE
England and c>olonies 1016- United States of America.................. 2.75
Countries outside post.al accord of Stockholm 70 francs French
Tnside poshi.l a<><>ord of Stockholm 60 francs Fren<>h .. : ................. .
Franr.e arn'l colonies....................................... 50 francs French
ADVJ:'P rrT!;ING RATES: - Pc>r pnae. ner insertion. ::!() / . (R R 00): 1/z pag'e
.15/- (S.4..00): 1/3 pa~e. JO/- ff:: :HiO): 14 page, 7 /n (S 2.'10); 116 page,
6/- (S 2.00); % page. 41- fR 1.7!'\) . R c(hirtion on yea1·l.v eoutracts.

ADDRESS AS BELOW
or to
C. D. DTJT'J'ON - Advt. Manager for Europe
9R llforHinel" St. London W. I.
CliEO.UES ON ANY BANK

INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
President : OREA E. WTNDTT8T: Secret:irv : Mlle VAN WALCHRRN;
Fonnder and Director : "FR ANCT8 ROL'T'-WHEET.BR "Ph . n .
1) Publication. - T he Jns titnlp m1hl'ishes « L'A8'T'RO~OPHTE » the
leadina 1H>frn1oi;ri<!nl, ns""hi<> ,-.rrt f)c>('u]t rc>,.i<>w in the 11'1·en<>h lansnrnize. Tt iq
also the puhlisher of THE SEER.
·
2) Horoscopes. - The Tnstitul·(' mnintain~ n sbff for hig-h .!?raclc> horosc>.op~;i,
on a stri<>tl~r person11l lrnsis, no woJ"k «in seriPs » hP.ing pr>1·mittccl. 1\finor work
will not be Mnsiderei.l. Four svstems 11Te enmloved : a) the> Rr>ientifk Rvstem,
b) the Kabbalistic Rvstem. c) th~ Selenf)lnzir>:il (Arahi<>) Rvc:fem anrl. cl) the
Symbolic Systems. For full details sre advertising- pa!rn fM·in.!? this one.
3) Correspondence Courses.- (Tn EnRlisl1 or French). These are as fotlow~:
A. - ASTROLOGY, 70 lessons
B. - ORACULAR. SCTENf'F,R: 1) The 'l'arot, 24 lessons; 2) Kabbn lic:m. 24 lessons : ~) Chirolo!?"V, 24 lessons.
ThP Astrnlo1<irnl C!onrc:e is hv far the most c>omple1 e ll'ivl'n in any <>mrntr>-.
It inr-lnrles 10 series of 7 lessons enr.h, or over 750 n1u!·es in all. Qups1inns are
atta<>herl to en"h lec:son, nnrl serious students onlY will he> ac>cenh•rl. Two
examinntions rlosp the> rou1·s e. Certifil'~·tes anrl rlinlomns \\'ill be "'ranted to
stH'<'l''<sfnl r>nnrlina(C's. 'f'he Com·se is divicl eCI As followc: :
,.,
I. How to Draw a Horcscope
6. Primarv Directions
2. Tnterpretatior - Analysi:.
7. Rectification.
8. The Horos::ooe Jetc:iled
3. Tntf~rnrt'tntion - Synthesis
4. F~c.t,,rii: Astr0logy
9. Advanced S~~di,;s
5. ThP P~·o!!re~sed Horosi:ope
J 0. Stellar .L\stro!ogy
The terms for the whole Mnr><e m·e Nine Guineas or Fifty Dollars payment
in a rlY11nre or f 1'r 0 :wh seril's in Mh:rnc·e: if payment is made hv series, tbe
te1·ms ~re One lininen or Six Dollars c>a<>h. The Course is so thorough and
emhrll«111!? thaf· 1111 st udents must beg-in at t11e beginning.
Each cf the Courses in the Oracul:tr Sciences consists of 24 lessons. The
Terms rm· enrh of the c>onrses are Four Guineas Ol' ~'wenty Dollars, payment in RdYnnee. A certificate will be give11 to successful students.
f'hP')lle!': or ~Innev Or<1e1·F: to Dr. Franci11 ROLT-WHEELER, Director,
INS'I'DUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE, CARTHAGE, TUNISIE.

iNSTITUT ASTROLOGIQVE

DE

CARTHAGt

TRIPLB HOROSCOPES
A horoscope contains two principal elements : 1) a detailed setting fu~th

of character, and 2) an analysi1:1 of the il1fluences p1:oducing: the events which
wi:·I come into the life; Destiny is the result of the mteraction of both. What
uar.pens to us is only partly pre-determined; the decisive factor lies in FreeW1ll - our character and our conduct.
There is no true horoscopy without a solid diagnosis of character, and there
is no such thing as a true half-diagnosis. Cheap and incomplete horoscopes.
or horoscopes done in series by formal methods are often apt to be misleading.
Every horoscope must be a detail<!d anJ individual piece of work, else it ia
better to have none at all.
SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES
Condensed Natal Horoscope for a child, dealing mainly with
15 0 s 7 50
health and occupation, 1 chart, about 8 pagCl:I.............. .
Condensed Natal Horoscope and Progressed Direction for
the current year in advance, character and probable destiny, 2 charts, about 16 pages.................................... L 1 1 0 S 10 0•)
Complete Natal lJoroscope, esoteric and pratical. detailed
Progressed Directions for current year in advance, Fixed
Star chart, 3 charts, over 24 pages .............................. L 2 2 0 S 20 00
KABBALISTIO HOROSCOPES
Condensed Kabbalistic System, natal, l chart, 8 pages......
15 0 S 7 M
Complete Kabbalistic system, with Kabbalistic progression
for current year in advance, 2 charts, about 16 pages... L 1 l 0 S 10 00
SELENOLOGICAL HOROSCOPES
Condensed Selenological system, natal, l chai-t, 8 pages...... 15 O S 7 50
Complete Selenological system, with Progression for current
year in advance, 2 charts 16 pages.............................. L 1 1 O S 10 Otl
TRIPLE SYSTEM HOROSCOPES
Condensed Scientific, Stellar, Kabbulistic and Selenological
Natal Horoscopes, 4 Charts, from 30 to 40 pages......... L 3 3 0 S 30 fJO
Complete and detailed analysis of al'! systems and all Pro-

gressions for the curront year in advance, 7 chartJ, about
75 pages.......................................................... . . . . . L 5 5 0 S 40 00
Complete and detailed analysis as above, on heary paper,
strongly bound in book form, with blank charts in each
system for ten years to follow, and with frontispiece of
native's personal Kabba~istic talisman on parchment... L 6 6 :o S 50 00
Progressed Directions to yearly clients, for the cwTent year
in advance, 1 chart, about 10 pages........................... L 1 10 J S 15 00
Horary Cliarts and Interpretations (answers to special questions propounded, tetter to eoutain da'e and hour when
decision was taken to seek ad,·ice) ........................... L 1 1 O s 10 00
Birtb-Hour Rectifications with a horoscope order............ L 1 1 O 3' 10 00
Rectification required without a horoscope order............ L 1 10· 6 s 15 uo
REQUIREMENTS
. In every case, Name, Pla~e, Date, and Hour (exactly, if possible approx1mately, at all events) of Bu-th must accompany the order. If a Kabbalistic
Horoscope is required, the Christian name (both baptismal and as commonly
used) must be given, and, for married women, the maiden name also.
.When the approxin;iat~ birth-ho.ur ca.nno~ be learned from parents, relatives,
fr1ends, doctor or midwife, Rechflcatwn is necessary, a difficult matter. In
such case the order must be a~companied w~th the ~xtra charge, a photograph
(fult-face preferred) and a hst of events m the hfe of the native, such as
~ates of death of parents1 marriage, births of children, accidents, sudden
illnesses, etc., that calculat1ons may be made from events to birth-hour.
Cheques may be drawn on any bank.

FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph.D.
Director: INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE - TUNISIE
ALL WORK DONJl PERSONALLY
• .,.

THE HUMAN CHART
OCCULT -

STEVENS~ T'l~REE

ASTRAL

IAST·ERPIECE C,lif!R~S

N° 9 Occult Science Symbology

N° 10 The Planetary Man
N° ll C"smic Creatfon and Ascent "f Man
The aggregate research and productive cost of these great Charts, amounted to an enormous expense, especially the Solomon-Masonic Ed. of N° 9 and
the Anglo-India N° 10 with the Sanskrit additions. These are being presented
in their de luxe frontage and linen mounting, in colors and with a Course of
Master Keys, all typed (understandable) for the nominal introductory prices
(as below) prepaid and insured. N° 11 Chart is our « Cosmic Creation and the
Ascent of M.an ». This too sells on sight.

YOUR SOUL'S AURA IN COLORS
MOUNTED LINEN·BACKED • IN HAND COLORS
The sizes, the finish and the « introductory prices » are :
SIZE

SIZE

10

12 by 16 inches, Masterpiece Chart-maps. . . . . .
18 by 24 inches, (In Colors), best linen mounted. .
18 by 24 inches, (plain) ; finest linen mounted) . . . .

!

3.00 Dollars
6.50 »
5.00 »

FOR PARLOR AND HALL TALKS in Colors,
I/ 4 life size on linen mounting and rollers. . . . . . . . 12.50
I/2 life size on best linen mounting and rollers. . . . 25 .00
Life Size on best linen with rollers, etc. . . . . . . . . . 50.00

l

% off if N°

8

etc.

»
»
»

9, 10 and cosmic creation and ascent of man charts
are ordered at one time.

« NATURE•s FINER FORCES »

e<:-

ERNEST J. STEVENS
JYI. A.; 1¥1. Sc.; Ph. D.; D. D.

-

: ))

A little explanation-here's a compilation of ancient and modern, eastern
and western information, invaluable. This chart shows the Hermetic, Egyptian, Hindu, Rosicrucian, Theosophic, Tarot, Masonic and Occult Sciencespeeial and striking centers and symbols of light, with the physical, mental,
astral, odic, human-planetary aud psychic (soul) features.

CLAIRVOYANT WISDOM AND SYMBOLOGY
For the Esoteric, Practical sides of these charts
use as a reference guide - «Natures Finer F orcesl)
3.00 Dollars-300 pages, illustrated-5.00 Dollars

THE E. J. STEVENS PUBLISHING CO.
242 Powell St. SAN FRANCISCO. Calif. U. S. A.
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T•AT BOOK YOU '\VANT
on Astrology or any ~1ther Occult Subject
FOYLE'S CAN SUPPLY IT.
NEW, SECOND-HANJD, OUT-OF PRINT
Over 2,000,000 of the best books on every conceivable subject completely classified into twenty-five 1departments. If unable to call,
write for Catalogue 225 (gratis),outlining requirements and interests.
Books sent on approval anywhere. Deferred payments arranged (Gt.
Britain only).

The Mysteries of S,ound and Number
By SHEIK HABEEB AHMAD. 4:For the first time in the History
of the Modern W01·ld a book has been written (which all men who
choose todo so can read), in whic:h a piece of knowledge hitherto
kept back wothin a very narrow ci:rcle of peculiarly instructed pupils pledged to secrecy, has been revealed.~. - (From the Preface).
As is weH known, it deals largel:v with the application of Sound
and Number and Planetary Inftuenices to Horse-Racing and Speculation; which have been selected as a department of experience that
will lend itself especially to the illustration of the mysterious trath
set forth in this book.
New Edition, complete with additional expl'anations

Price 1101&
On appmval

ro!,~~~. c!:~~~,.~~~2KS
The

Rosicr•~cian

J

Digest

«COVERS THIE. WORLD»
(Formerly « The Mystic Triangle »)
The official International Rosicrucian Magazine of the W orld-.wide

Rosicrucian Order
AMOIFIC

25 c. per copy

Three dollars per year

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF AMORC

AMO RC
THE ~OSICRUCIAN ORDER

Rosicrucian Park -- San Jose, Cal.
µ. S. A.

OUR DUClLESS GLANDS
The w"rld's greatest gland chart less()ns
The following is a brief description of Chart Series 16 which
contains Anatomical, M ental, Cerebro-Spinal, Creative, Astronomical, Physical, Astral, Cosmic, Electro-Magnetic and color aspects.
Ju compliance with urgent reciuests by the healing and educational fraternities, this masterpiece creation was co-operatively executed by E rnest J.
81 evens, M. Sc., Pb. D ., who was christened by L nther Burbank,- ¢the
Bu rbank of the Human P lant». Dr. Stevens is a life honor ary member of the
!'an-Amer. .Med. Ass'n ., an aetive member of tbe American .Association for
t he Adva ncement of Science a nd varied Scient ific occult and metaphysical
associatiions, an a nt bor of se,·eral scientific works, also m1 artist and intemationa:O lecturer.
1. GLANDS, THEIR COLORS AND BASIC URGES
2. GLANDS, THEIR USES AND FUNCTIONS
3. HUMAN PLANET (BODY) AND PLANETARY METALS
4. PREDOMINATING COLORS IN GLANDS AND PLANETS
5. SEVEN GREAT NERV~ CENTERS («C.HAKRAS»)
6. SEVEN GLAND DYNAMOS AND LOTUS SEALS
7. SEVEN GLAND ELECTRO-MAGNETIC CONTROLLERS
W it h the assistance of recognized expe1'ts and after yea rs of patient resea1·ch, t his chart has been crn11ted and has already been pr onouneed the fin est
(.}LANIJ CHAR'l' ever prod uced . lt is, in faP-t, an encyclopaedic cr eation and
a II advancing students of Na tu re, anti of progrnssi ve t honght, will hail t his
i11rnl11able contribution.
This combined color Charts, Calendar and lVLap, comes in three sizes,
mounted. on fine linen :
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE
12 x 16 inches, 3.50 Dollars In Colors..............................
5.00 Dollars
18 x 22 to 24 '.. ....... ......... ln Colors.................. ............ 10.00
'>
40 x 50 odd » In Colors and with Rollers ..... .. ............ '·... 35.00
>
There i.; also a 9 " :x 6 1/z plate in six colors entitled «Blood F ormation,
A hsorption and Circmlatio11», including notation, gratis.

GASTRITIS-ASTHMA-COLDS-Etc.
A ll nose, throat and chest troubles (and stomach)
~'Stevens Balsam Pocket Sanitarium"
For Inhaling Use
Safe and sure cure and prevention by inhalation is Nature's method.
Nature's Balsam Air Inhalations
A perfectly natural as well as scientific «aid to nature» method in accordanc·e wit b Nature's laws, ancl at infinitely less expense than having to live at
nr near a «bealtL resor t built up in the pines or cedars».

The E. J. STEVENS Compagnias (R9search Studios Dept.)
242, Powell Street, San Francisco, Calif. U.S.A ,

·-

THE INTERNATIONAL
NEW THOUGHT ALLIANCE
(Great Britain and Ireland Section)
The Oxford Rooms, 419, Oxford Street (Ist Floor) LONDON W. I.
(Opposite Selfridge's) .
Daily Lectures (Free) and Classes upon
THE PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE OF LIFE
Well known Speakers and Lecturers
Lecture Lists (Free) to be obtained from
The Hon. Secretary at above address.

ASTROLOGICAL

YOUR NAME
What Does it Men to You

Book Plates
Symboli«al
and
AstrologiNtl
designs Poi· book plates calenclnrs,
et!'., u111lcrtake11 in line or colour.
-State requirements.
Astrological AdviceExoteric and E soteric

ESME SWAINSON
Echo Villa, London Road,
Bntbeaston, Bath.

ENGLAND

THE SCIENCE OF NUMBERS

'
•

by

G. E. PETTIPHER
Tells : how far you have travelled
in the «Great Cosmic Life,; what
your previous .i ncarnations !Jave hel<I;
wherein you have s ucccecled, wherein
failed; what has been cbrought over)
b.v attainment into the present earth
life; what you are likely to express
ontwardly.

THE TEXT BOOK 5 /6
Charmingly bound leatherette,
gold lettered handbook, introductjon
to this fascinating science, 1/ 3.

ARGO PUBLISHING Co.,
FALCON COURT, 32, Fleet Street,
LONDON, E. C. 4.

A THEORY OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
by P. J. HARWOOD
This book represents the first great step towards the reasonable formulation
of the astrological thesis in the light of modern knowledge. It represents a synthesis of universal principles and facts at once wide, detailed, original and true
to Nature. It shews in clear portrayal the Larger Life of the Universe, and how
life on earth enters into the mechanism of that vast scheme. Appreciations the
world over from competent readers and reviewers. Buy a copy now and feast
for days and months and years on one of the richest stores c f scientific revelation. Price 17/ 6.
Address : Mr. P. ]. HARWOOD, Ovingdean, Brighton, Sussex.
FREE : Orders sent direct lo the Author carry with them the free offer of

calculation and erection of Epoch figure when birth-time is known. These figures
are checked and erected by the aid of hitherto unpublished rule.

STUDY FOR DEGREE
of
Doctor of Psychology (Ps. D.)
Doctor of Meta.physics (Ms. D.)
Doctor of Divinity (D. D.)
Either by correspondenceo in the quiet of your
own home, or by resident class work in Indianapolis. Write for further information.

College of Divine Metaphysics Inc.
Dr. William H. WOODFIN, President
Dept. Sr. Denison Hotel BuiMing
Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A.

ASTROLOGY
THE ASTROLOGERS' QUARTERLY
ISSUED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE
ASTROLOGICAL LODGE OF LONDON
AND DEVOTED TO THE STUDY OF
ASTROLOGY IN 9 ALL ITS BRANCHES
Editor: CHARLES E. 0. CARTER, B.A.
JO. WooDBOROUGH Rd.• LONDON. S. W. IS
PRICE ONE SHILLING; ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 4/ 6 POST FREE

THE DIRECT VOICE
A New Macazine tle•otetl to the Direct Voice ad other Pb11u of PSYCHIC PHEICOMENA

Containing the latest news of scientific investigations and results in
this and foreign countries. A page devoted to news from our subscribers each month. A lecture, scientific in nature, received through the
DIRECT VOICE from those on the «spirit side» of life. These
talks are on the philosophy and natural laws governing the various
phenomena. Also articles on Clairvoyance, Clairaudience, Ectoplasm,
Materialisation, etc.
25c. Single Copy. Subscription, S2.50 per annum
Great Britain, 1s. 3d. Single Copy.
Subscription, 12s. per annum,
THE SUNSHINE PUBLISHING COMPANY
225 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N . Y.

•ERCURY
A Magazine of Mysticism
The Official Organ of the

r

Sooietas Rosicruciana in America
(A. BROTHERHOOD OF CHRISTIAN EsoTERISTS)
50c. the copy; 2 Dollars per year
Editor : Dr. GEORGE WINSLOW PLUMMER
P. 0. Box 420 City Hall Station - NEW YORK CITY

PSYCHOLOGY
Important illustrated monthly review of practical
and applied psychology

__..
('

'

,_

Director and Founder : HENRY KNIGHT MILLER
Subscription abroad : Four Dollars
Subscription in the U. S. A. : Three Dollars
17 W. 60th Street - New-York City U.S.A.

.J

COURSE IN

ESOTERIC
KABBALISM
The Institut Astrologique de Carthage announces the issuance of
the most complete and profound Correspondence Course in Kabbalism ever yet prepared.

THE HIDDEN TEACHING
Emphasis is laid upon the fact that this Course is for serious students, and while it is treated with directness and simplicity, it is not
superficial. No book at present published covers all the ground cop- .
tained in the Course.

I. THE TAROT
(Occult Philosophy and Higher Divination)

II. KABBALISM
(The Secret Tradition of Hebrew Lore)
These two Courses contain the gist of much Hermetic teaching, of
Occult Geometry, and of Numerology (conservatively treated). The
very nature of the subject gives it a vivid and popular appeal despite
the scholarly treatment.

48

I.....~SSC>N"S

Six Guineas or Porty Dollars
(The Tarot, only, Four Guineas, or 20 Dollars)
Each lesson is followed by 'a set of questions, and the answers will
be personally corrected. A certificate of the Institute is given to successful students.

Address Cheques and M one'J) Orders to
Dr. FRANCIS ROL T-WHEELER
Director: lNSTITUT AsTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE - TUNISIE - N. AFRICA

..

- PBOGBESSIYE PEOPLE - The National
consult

Astrological

SOLAR BIOLOGY
THEY MAKE A SUCCESS

Association

SO ~AN YOU
This book gives shortest, most accurate
methods of how to use
YOUR OWN POWERS
to the best advantage; gives possibilities on any subject relative to human
life;
Mental, Physical
Qualifications,

etc;

and

Business.

from date of

(U.S. A.)
An organization founded in the in·
terest of educational, scientific astro-logy. Membership in the A~ociation is
Three Dollars the year, which includes
THE JOURNAL, a quarterly magazine.
Its contributors include such authori·
ties as Llewellyn George, Manly P.
Hall, Augusta Foss Heindel, George
J. Mc Cormack, Robert De Luce,
H. M. Le Apsley, M. D .

birth.

EDITOR
Prioe Five Dollars

Literature and Magazine Free

Carvl
BURTON
.,
Information of its objectives free
upon request to Executive se-::retary.
569 chamber of Commerce Bldg.,

on request

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING CO.

LOS ANGELES
California, U. S. A.

B.12, APPLEGATE, Calif.U.S.A.

FRATERNITY

OF

THE

INNER

LIGHT

Wartlen: DION FORTUNE

The Fraternity of the Inner Light is a Society whose purpose it is
to pursue the study of Mysticism and Esoteric Science and to develop
their practice. Its ideals are Christian and its methods are Western. It
maintains a Lecture Centre and Library in London, and a hostel at
the Chalice Orchard Club, Glastonbury, open from Whitsuntide till
Michaelmas. No fixed charge is made for admission to the lecture and
study groups, all contributions towards expenses being voluntary, in
accordance with esoteric tradition.
The Community House, 3, Queensborough Terrace, BaysUJater,
London W. 2. England
Syllabus on application.
«THE INNER LIGHT» Edited by Dion Fortune. A monthly
magazine devoted to Esoteric Christianity, Occult Science, and the
Psychology of Super-consciousness. Price 6d. Post free, 6/6 per
ennum. Specimen copy sent free.

••
A Journal of Ps))chical, Occult, and M))stfcal Research
«LIGHT» is by far the oldest and most exclusive British Journal
published in connection with Psychical and Mystical Research.Week
by week, throughout the year, it presents to its readers the most upto--date and reliable Psychic news and views, contributed by recognised authorities.
u

LIGHT "

-

ITS SCOPE

ND PURPOSE

Nearly fifty years ago «Light» was founded to proclaim the reality
of life after death as a fact in Nature; affirmed not only by the religious instinct in mankind and the visions and intuitions of saints, seers
and sages, but by scientific investigation of psychical phenomena.
This position it has firmly maintained, and to--day it finds its justification in the gradual growth of the idea amongst all classes, for
Spiritualism ·a nd Psychical Research have now become questions of
the hour.
It deals with all the complex phenomena which surround its subjects and presents a philosophy explanatory of them-Clairvoyance,
Telepathy, Hypnotism, Mediurnship, and the general question of
Spirit-communication and guidance Jrom the Unseen World. Indeed
it can truthfully be said that each succeeding issue of «Light» marks
a very,,definite milestone in the progress of Psychic Literature.
All students of psychic research should read «Light» regularly if
they would keep themselves well-informed upon the latest Psychic
and Spiritualist developments.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS
Post free to an)) part of the W orl.d
Per Year: 22s. in advance
Per Half Year: 11 s. in advance
Cheques and Money Orders should be crossed and made
payable to «LIGHT))

"LIGHT v is published by L.S.A. Publications Ltd., at
/9, Queensbury Place, London, SW. 7 ., England. All subscriptions should be sent, together with remittance, to THE
CIBCVLATION MANAGE8 at the abOve address.

TBE BOUSE 01' RIDER
The Story of

24/ ·

net
Illustrated

Psychic Science
Hereipard Carrington

Psychic Self-Defence

7 /6 d

Dion Fortune

l'let

Paul in Athens

7 / 6 fd

(Scripts of Cleophas}

Geraldine Cummins

r.el

Abdul Baha In Egypt

6 /net

Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

The Mahatma Letters to A. P. Sinnett
from the Mahatmas M. ct K. H.
Transcribed, compiled and with an index by

H . Tre'\lor Barker

My Larger Life

net

5 /·

Violet Burton
(Author of «An Artist in the Great Beyond}

net

Your Latent Powers

5 /-

Margaret V. Underhill

nel

Bible Cameos

2/6 d

In the Light of Today

net

H. Ernest Hunt

The New Nuctemeron
(The Twelve Hour's of Apollonius of T yana)
Scripts received by Majorie Livingston.
Preface by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

Hands and Faces
Being the Third and Concluding Volume of The Book
of The Hand

Katharine St. Hill

The Occult Causes of Disease
E. Wolfram

4/6 d

net

1o / 6 d

net

Illustrated

6 /·

Translated by Agnes Blake

net

Psychic Certainties

5/ -

_F_._P_re_v_os_t_B_a_t_tc-rs_b_y_~_ _n_e_t_ _,,

,_____
_ _c_o=ll--e_c__t__
ed_a_n_d_a_r_ra_n_ge_d_b_y_H_.

PATERNOSTER ROW

LONDON E. C.4

The American Institute of Grapho-Analy1i~
Know Yourself and Your Friends
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lttflcrtions
HERE is a certain tendency lo narrowness in all religious teaching. and often in much religious thinking.
The search for Truth becomes so intense a quest that it
begets an exaggerated value of the truths found or be_lieved to be found. Thus the Catholic has burned the
Protestant «heretic», and the Protestant has burned the
Catholic «papist» , with an absolute forgetfulness on
both sides that the victims were Christians. Christian and Mahometan,
Mahometan and Brahman, Brahman and Parsee-each in full sincerity - have used the sword as an argument, for getting that it is the
tJnly argument which does not contain a single element of logic.
This tendency - this danger, even - is by no means restrided to
the traditional religions and the academic philosophies. The newest
cult and the newest theory betray this same narrowing. Benediction
turns to anathema; charity becomes intolerance; hypothesis is announced as «law». Ancient occultism did not escape the infection; medieval occultism Was sadly sick of it; and some of the silver spots of this
spiritual leprosy have appeared in modem times.
It may be asked: What are the signs of sickening? They are as
dearly marked and as easily perceived as the stages in an epidemic
malady. The first sign is a weakening of study, a growing disinterest
in anything that lies outside a restricted group of subjects; it is a
serious symptom. for it indicates a closing of perceptiveness and aq
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unwillingness to accept further truth. The second sign of sickening is
the establishment of a creed, an obligatory terminology, (often in a
foreign tongue), a manifesto of principles; this symptom is not less
serious, for it leads to the belief that anything which lies outside this
creed is heresy. The third stage is the invention and establishment of
a ceremonial, with ornate rites and a privileged hierarchy. The four th
stage is the assignment of divinely magical power to those rites, and
the drastic exclusion from the grace of God of anyone who does not
follow them.
Now, let it be clearly understood that the above is a consistent line
of religious evolution and is not without high value. It serves to concentrate truth, to establish a standard of thought and of living, to
teach by emotion as well as by the mind, and to bring spiritual forces
into contact with believers. But such a development is evolutionary
and not to be traced to any one man's clever stage-craft,· moreover it
rs abnormal to philosophy, sub-normal to occultism, and, if of mushroom growth, is to be regarded with suspicion.
Let us analyse these stages. Occultism, to begin, cannot admit
the cessation of research,· it cannot exclude a study of comparative
religion, nor a synthesis of modern thought, nor can it banish the quest
perpetual for a fuller concordance of the human and cosmic planes,
and a fuller receptivity to spiritual forces. There is no Summa Theo-logicae of Occultism, to set a bound to learning. If there were one,
loday, it would cease to be true, tomorrow. Occultism is intensely and
extraordinarily sensitive; that, indeed, is its peculiar property.
Occultism cannot establish a popular Creed. The reason for this is
not any lacle of a definite and stable body of Truth to be set down,
rather is it because Occultism has to deal with individual development,
not with mass production. A teacher of the Occult knows that every
soul is at a different point in the long series of gradations of spiritual
development, and hence that teaching must vary with every student.
lt is the essence of esoterism that what was veiled yesterday becomes
clear today, and that without a change of word.
An excellent example of necessary creedlessness is found in the
problem of survival. Were it exactly defined (as some critics of spiritualism demand), the only result would be a crystallization of error,
:;ince definite knowledge on this subject requires a synthesis including
matters which are not comprehensible upon the human plane as con- ·
taining factors which lie outside the bounds of analogy or comparison.
Yet the lack of precise definition in nowise diminishes truth.
Occultism must beware of the establishment of a formal ritual~
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especially one which is merely repetitive. It can-and should-make
use of rituals, especially those which are hallowed by long usage,
Oriental or Occidental; it can (and must) employ rituals of its own
when occasion warrants. But it is largely individual. Just as the occult
student must be taught to think for himself, so must he be taught to
he his own celebrant of the Mysteries - but not too quickly!
This latter phrase must not be read to mean that Occultism is democratic, that «each man is a law unto himself», or that occult law:s
are based on «the will of the greatest number». Nothing could be
less true. Occultism does not declare that eight fools are worth eight
times as much as a wise man, just because the)) have eight
votes. The occult student has liberty on the plane which he knows,
he is no more allowed to tamper with the planes he does not /enow
Lhan a small child is allowed to play with the switches in a power·
house.
Finally, if Occultism tries to give magical powers to public rites,
and does so for personal aggrandisement or showy display, it is all
but impossible to keep such rites from slipping from Theurgy to
r.oetie, from white to black. It is one of the most amazing and extratJrdinary facls in theurgic history that the Mass, Holy Communion.
or Lord's Supper, despite all the changes of the ages, has never had
a shadow thrown upon it.
Churches, sects and occult groups spring up continually, the average being sixteen in each century, but most of them are but the plotting of notoriety-hunters or the whimsies of fanatics. Most have deali;1gs only with the lower astral, very few attain the higher astral, and
but rare are those which reach to the planes above.
Nothing is simpler than to distinguish the false from the true. The
leaders of the false are in the limelight, with big titles and personal
displaJ); the Masters of the true live in retirement, and only those
found worthy know them well. The rites of the false are marked by
splash and noise, with self-advertisement like that of a quack medicine; the rites of the true (such as Initiation) are private and known
hy their effeels. A flower cannot be brought to bloom by the mere
t>laring of a brass band.

•
••
One of the rarest of all psychic phenomena, that of walking on the
11Jater, is reported by Baron Henri Droste in the important German
review : Zeitschrift fut Parapsychologie. This is only the third authe~ticated case of this character reported during the last ten yean~
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La Revue Spirite reports from Ledec, Czecho-Slovakia, a remarkable case of premonitory dream. The school misstress of the village
required each of the children, as a subject for a short composition, to
write of their dream. A ten-J)ear-old boy, son of the local tailor, wrote
a dramatic and rather terrifying account of his own drowning in the
frozen river, together with two comrades. The day following, the incident happened in accord with the most minor incidents of the dream.
and the three boy.s were actually drowned by a cracking of the ice in
the frozen river.

•

••
It is a matter of some interest that Professor Einstein, the wellknown German philosopher and mathematician, recently affirmed he
was no longer able to deny scientific proof to the phenomena of clairooyance, and so stated before the Berlin Medical Soci~ty for Psychical Research.

J'ulfilltb tprcbiction.t
On page 45 of the SEER the following announcement was made;
Germany. - The lunation, here, falls in the fifth house dealing with
pleasure. An important development of the German cinema industry is
lo be expected. This announcement was for the lunation beginning the

28th. July. On that very day the announcement Was made of the
signing of a contract between the Sieme.ns-Halske Corporation and
the principal American companies, constituting a world-movement
in the cinema industry, and ending the long boycott.
On the same page : China. - Anti-foreign hostility will grow.
Danger of fusion of Chinese parties against the new group of Powers.
Navies ordered to Chinese waters. At T ajansaja, during the first

week of this lunation, the building of the Japanese Consulate was
burned. All foreigners were driven out, and all their houses pillaged
and burned. English and American torpedo craft steamed up the river
to take refugees aboard. An American gunboat was attacked and two
American sailors killed. On Aug. 2 an American cruiser was sent
with plenary powers to Chinese waters. On Aug. 12, an agreement
between Japanese and American naval commanders was made
wherebJJ they will work together.
A very remarkable case of exact prediction.may be noted as from
the June number. Both in the SEER and in l'ASTROSOPHIE we
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fore told a great disaster at sea, although it was in the height of the
summer season. We even specified that this would be a Dutch vessel,
rendering the prediction a very narrow one. The ver_y day of the lunation, the first-class Battleship Sumatra.the largest Battleship belonging to the Dutch Navy took fire in the Sea of Java, and the crew-of more than a thousand men-was ordered to the boats. One of the
most sensational catastrophes possible was averted by a hair, and on
the very day of the lunation!
Curious, at least, and perhaps more exact than seems at first sight
is the prediction (page 45). America. - United States. - An unusual epidemic-something like a very virulent hay fever or poison

ivy infection-may be a characteristic of this lunation. Under date of
the 8th August, medical reports show that owing to the intense heat,
the death-rate has been higher than in any summer month for fif t.Y
years, and that typhoid fever of a rather unusual variety has been
especially virulent.
Also on the same page : E gypt. - Diplomacy very active concerning the affairs of this country. - In a debate in the British House of
Commons it was announced that an entirely new policy would have
to be employed in E gypt and in India, since at no time has British
prestige been so seriously menaced, and that a start should be made
with Egypt. This is almost word for word with the prediction made
of England-Loss of prestige.
On page 44 the following prediction was made : Turkey. - Con·
tra-modemist revolution threatened. - A plot against the government was unearthed at Constantinople, during the first part of the
lunation, and on the 9th. August 60 of the ringleaders were arrested.
:1mong them some of the conservative and most respected leaders in
the city. On Aug. 11 , Fethy Bey announced that the present go ..
r>ernment must be annulled and that he would assume authority. Turkish stocks rose sharply on the Exchanges of the uJorld on this de~ zaration.

In the August number of the Seer, it was predicted: A sia Minor.
--Serious trouble among the Moslem peoples. The Sheik-el-Islam.
011 A11~. 11 nnnnrznced that the Soviet [tovernment was hostile to
Islam and that oll Moslem peoples should revolt against it.
Other fulfilled predictions are omitted for lack of space.

To be negligent or disrespectful to old age is to dishonour and make
of nought the house where we shall ourselves pass the night.
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tilt - Jncnttttttion
M. D. TURNER
We shall return and find again
The silver slant of summer rain,
The trees that bend beneath the moon,
The golden scented afternoon.
The curving hill, the sleeping sea.
The star beyond the poplar tree.

We shall return, but where will be
The treasures of our memory?
Frail thing which no man knew -

pale flowers

\Ve gathered through the crowding hours
Which built our lives in buried years.
Treasures untouched by joy or tears,
Sheltered in silence- unpursuedCompanions in our solitude.

,··-

We shall return, but where will be
The treasures of our memory?

.ffanourablt <!ltmtnh; for 9tpttmbtr - ®ctobtt
NOTE. - For indications prior to SeptE~mber 21, ee• th• Auguat
ieeue of THE SEER

·1r

HE ZODIACAL SIGN OF LIBRA. -For all persons

born between Sept. 22 and Oct. 21 : Libra is the 7th sign;
cardinal or creative; of the Air triplicity; ruled by Venus
(diurnal throne) ; outer character-judgment and depend,
ance; inner character-perception and manifestation; in Medical
Astrology rules the lumbar region and tthe kidneys; maladies kidney diseases and urinary troubles; favourable colour - ultramarine; favourable gems - diamond and zircon; favourable number - 10.

Favourable Days and Hours. - Aceoirding to Lunar and planetary aspects the most favourable days will be : Sept. 22 nd. all day;
23rd. morn. ; 24 th. all day; 25 th. all day; 26 th., mom. ; 28 th.
morn. ; 29 th. morn.; Oct. 1 st. all day; 5 th. after.; 9 th. all day; 10
th. all day; 12 th. all day; 16 th.. morn. ; and l 9 th. mom.
Unfavourable Days and Hours. -According to Lunar and planetary aspects, the most unfavourable day:s will be : Sept. 23 rd.
after.; 26th. after.28th. after; 29th. after.; 30th. all day; Oct.
3 rd. all day; 4 th. all day; 7 th. all day; 8 th. morn. ; 11 th. after.;
l 4 th.after.; 18 th. morn.; and 20 th. morn. Days not mentioned are
of doubtful favour.
Medico -H erbal Suggestions.- Libra rules the bilious sanguine
temperament and is classed as hot and humid. It is a dangerous month
for the health, and nervous unbalance is common. More sleep than
usual is necessary. Fresh nuts are valuable. The most favourable infusions or teas are as follows : from Sept. 22 - Sept. 20, camomile
tea; from Oct. 1 to Oct. 10, bitter-sweet and valerian infusion; Oct.
11 to 21, linden-flowers sweetened with honey, preferably of white
heather.
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" MAHATMA" GANDHI
Bla•u l•WT•r

1a p r laol p aJ &g ar• I• tll•

« lfa tleaa ll•t»

m•Y••••t l a

ladl a

Without taking into consideration, in any way, the political questions that.
underlie the «Nationalisb movement in India, of which Gandhi has put himself at the head, it is evident that an analysis of his horoscope--at this time
-possesses a peculiar interest.
Without beating about the bush, it may be stated that the horoscope is not
a favourable one. It is self-seeking to the last degree, and thoroughly typical
of a notoriety-hunter. It may be taken almost as a typical example of the
pure agitator, by reason of the ttiple accentuation of the personal element in
8corpio (:Mercury, Venus and l\Iars), all on the Ascendant, and the fantastic
note in this notoriety is emphasized by the Moon in House 10 square to Venus,
squa re t.o Mars and square to Jupiter. '.l'he Sun, which is the indicator of the
Soul, or the Inner Self, counts for nothing in his horoscope, being feeble and
in House XII; the Moon, or the Outer Self, dominates everything with the
influences of Scorpion. In a woL·d, the horoscope of Gandhi is mainly Scorpio
and Moon.
A few months ago, the English astrological re,·iew cStar Lore> gave an
interpretation of this horoscope setting the planetary position of Gandhi in
juxtaposition with tbose of Olive1· Cromwell and of Mussolini. All three hod
Scorpio on the Ascendant, but Cromwell's Ascendant opposed a feeble Saturn, sign of the weakened Stuart dynasty; Mussolini's Ascendant opposed a
strong but afflicted Nel)tune, indicatinP' the bolshevism and revolutionary
socialism whicb the Italian dictntot· so efficiently laid low; and Gandhi has a
weak Jupiter to face, an indication of a governing power that lacks authority
and ti.ms permits Gandhi's individualism to take effect.
It is very curious to note bow bis horoscope hangs on Lunar influences,
that is, on popularity. It is nowise intellectual, not even up to the average,
Mercury's strepgth is onlv in self-advertisement. Except for a u•eak an3
doubtful quintile to the Moon. the Planet of Mind is without any importance
in Gandhi's chart. IL would be difficult to find a weaker Mercury in any
nativity.
Venus and Mars in conjunction, in tbe Ascendant, the two personal nlanets,
are both in opposition to Jupiter, indicating agitation ancl attack on authority,
both are quincunx to Neptune in the bellicose sign of Ari.es, and in House
VI, the house of servants ancl revolt.
Happily, there is one good aspect, and that is the combined trine of Venus
and 1\fars to Uranus, the planet of reform, in tbe domestic sign of Cancer
and I.be House of Religion. In this connection it is curious to remark that
Gandhi sought to establish ctbe spinning wheel in the home> as the basis for
his social reform.
Judging from these two trines, there is every reason to suppose that India
will gain at tbe last hv the Nationalist Movement, but this horoscope certainly
sug~ests that the Nnionalists of India need o. chief of more wo1·th if their
aspJl'atiops are to be realized.

-
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N ESOTERIC Astrology the horoscopic chart is divided in two
parts, Ascending and Descending. The former contains the
] [ houses 3- 10, the latter the houses 9-4. One is connected with the
Expression of the Self, Egoism in its largest sense, the other is
connected with the Expression through others, Altruism in its largest
sense. This divisions is based upon the apparent movement of the Sun,
which, from latency, starts to manifest it-self at the I. C., comes to
Expression in the Self at the Ascendant, and reaches its apogee at the
M. C. where the Self is fully expressed in the outer-world. The same
with the Descending half. At the Descendant the period of individual
manifestation is ending and the Self becomes merged into others and
finally finishes again in the I. C. the occult house. Going up from l.C.
through the Ascendant the Egoist Expression of the Self steadily
increases; going down from the M. C. through the Descendant the
Altruistic Expression steadily increases.
From this esoteric idea the following exoteric rule might be deducted. It is generally admitted that the force of any planet in a house is
increased when it is nearer to the cusp of that house. But the quality

of the things represented by the house is better if the planet is near the
cusp and is not so good if the planet is near the end of the house.
Starting from the third house, this idea may be illustrated as follows. From the Egoistic standpoint it is better to work (3) for material
wealth (2) than for a. home (4). Considering always the two houses
adjoining the house under consideration; thus going round the circle:
It is better to use your wealth for your personal expression (1) than
to give it to your family (3) ; to combat ennemies ( 12) than to acquire
wealth (2) ; to turn ennemies ( 12) into friends ( 11) than to let them
outdo you (I) ; that friends ( 11) help you in your career ( 10) than
that they become ennemies ( 12) ; and to have a profession which is in
accordance with your own philosophical views (9) than to be pushed
by friends (11).
Now we come at the Altruistic half of the circle. A philosophy (9)
which occupies itself with the life after this one (8) is higher than a
business ( 10) philosophy; It is nobler to die for someone-else (7) than
to die (8) in a certain religeous belief (9) ; A marriage where the idea
of service (6) comes to the foreground is better than a marriage (7)
where the sex (8) plays a prominent part; Service (6) for duty (7) is
not so noble as to serve for love (5) ; service (6) to the children (5) is
higher than service to the woman (7) ; To love (5) which implies
services (6) is noble, but loving (5) so that future humanity finds a
C. V.
home (4) is better still.

- tot-
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J. J. RAM

(Fron: notes taken at a lcrture given before a General Meeting of the Astrological Society at Amersfoort, H olland) .

STROLOGY is the universal science and presents the interdependence of all forces and factors in the Cosmos, as
well as giving a definite picture of the Cosmos itself. It may
be allied in a certain sense to Freemasonry, and, in all cases.
should never be considered merely as a method of reading horoscopes.
One of the analogies which may be drawn between Astrology and
Freemasonry, is that both may serve as a «directing» of the mind,
both possess a certain orientation, and both seem to have gained a

A\

special quality of instructions from the East. Masons a:ffirm that Free-

masonry gives more than ethical teaching and brotherhood, that, in
the Unity of Humanity, its higher teachings will satisfy the man who
desires to guide himself. ( 1) Astrological symbols are found in its
symbolism and these help to explain the true meaning of the phrase
that «man is formed in the image of God» .
The strong bond between Astrology and Freemasonry, as I see it,
is that both desire to pass from theory to practice, both seek to establish wise conduct on the basis of fixed laws. But where are Fixed
Laws most readily to be found? In the movements of celestial bodies.
Conscious self-education is one of the aims of Freemasonry; conscious self-education is one of the principles for which a horoscope is
most useful. Both strive to teach by a basic knowledge of the Cosmos,
and it seems to me that there are conditions in which a knowledge of
each of these branches would be useful to the other, a Mason would
be a better Mason were he an astrologer; an astrologer would be a
hetter astrologer were he a Mason.
The application of knowledge provided by a horoscope is absolute-

(1) It is, however, wise to point out that the writer is referring to ideal
Freemasonry, to the hig-her teaching of that Order, w!1erein the. full _vah~e of
t.he symbols is taught. Unhappily, as most 1i'J:l,1sonic wnters, admit, this higher
teaching is lost. The Editor.
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ly as necessary as the application of the power of the electric current
in order that we may obtain heat, or light, or power. Knowledge of
the Cosmic influence, likewise, is of little value unless that kn·owledge be applied, and I submit that Freemasonry may serve as an application; I would even go further and suggest that astrologers might
find some keys to horoscopic interpretation in the Masonic rituals.
Should every one, then, become a Mason~ No. The essence of
Freemasonry may be as universal as the inner state of Man,, but its
application is for those who have a certain predisposition thereto
Even Freemasonry must possess a certain one-sidedness, for the Universal is not to be ca~ght in a cup. Two other great' schools exist for
the higher learning:· the Rosicrucian and the Hermetic.
Astr0logically speaking, there are three lines of pressure in the
Cosmos; these may be named Sun-Saturn, Venus-Mars, and JupiterMercury. These are bracketed here as polarities, the Unity manifesting as Duality, returning again to Unity once the path of experience
has been trodden.
My studies have brought me to the conclusion that the Sun-Saturn
line of pressure is that upon which Freemasonry lays the principal
accent, and I should be ready to affirm that all persons having strong
aspects between the Sun and Saturn in their horoscope, even if these
aspects be bad ones, would find the unfolding of their higher powers
to b~ more readily rendered possible by the aid of Freemasonry.
The Rosicrucian teaching follows more closely the Venus-Mars
line of pressure, or the Action-Aspect (as contrasted with the Will
Aspect of the Sun-Saturn line) , and this has to do largely with the
transmutation quality, such as, for example, the transmutation of passion into love, or of self-sufficiency into altruism.
The Hermetic teaching lays its principal accent on the evolutionline of knowledge, and as such may be called the Desire Aspect, thus
maintaining the well-known Hermetic Trinity of Desire, Will and
Action. It has much to do with science, with critical investigation, and
was (and is) closely associated with alchemical studies.
In the Mystery-Schools of old-from which all modem occult
teaching is derived-Astrology was taught to the higher pupils as
the crowning element of study. It was taught to be used practically,
and, to this very day, one of the principal uses of astrology is that
t-ach student thereof may attain spiritual autonomy. By the close study
of his own horoscope every man may learn what is the spiritual path
"n which he can travel most :fitly, and at what moment it is best for
him to set out upon the different stages of his spiritual journey.

~~t ~arbtn

of '1lbtn
1\ccorbing to fPQilo tQt Jnu
Dr. E. E. DE HENSELER
BOUT the year 20 of the Christian era was born, in the
tribe of Levi, a man who came to be held in great esteem
by his contemporaries : Philo, the Jew. He lived at Alexandria, the chief centre of neo-Hellenic civilization, and
it is recorded of him that he was profoundly read in the ancient lite;·ature of the Greeks, was an accomplished musician, and had a wide
knowledge of geometry and astronomy. He left among other writings
a work of some magnitude which is, in a sort, an esoteric key to the
Old Testament, and we purpose to comment on certain paragraphs
of this work, especially those dealing with some significant verses in
the first three chapters of Genesis.
If comparison be made between the psychic key which was established by Philo the Jew, and that which was given by Fabre d'Olivet, in his work « La Langue Hebraique Restituee », it is of the
most intense interest to note how the same Mosaic narrative may give
rise to two teachings entirely different from each other. It is clear,
moreover, that these two teachings are in nowise contradictory; they
treat of matters entirely distinct and each forms a treatise having
nothing to do with the questions which may be studied by the means
of other keys. (Students may remember the ancient rule that all truths,
all symbols, and all sacred tongues possess seven esoteric keys).
A few general considerations may be useful to serve as a foundation. At the beginning of Genesis, Moses declares that the world
was created in six days. Why-6? Evidently this cannot be for the
reason that God needed a given time to accomplish His work; He
could have created it instantaneously. If, therefore, Moses speaks of
six days, are we to understand thereby that the Universe had need to
be brought into being by some definite arrangement, or in some certain
order?
Now Number is closely related to Order, and it is for this reason

A
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that a Number appears at this pla.ce. It is also to be observed that
odd numbers are considered as mas,culine and that even numbers are
deemed feminine Thus since 6 equals 2 x 3, it is the product of the
even by the odd, God being expressed numerically by 1, the synthesis
of all numbers, according to the basic esoteric numeral key, which we
have not the space to develop in the present article. This manifestation
of what is represented by odd numbers (divine), in what is represented
by even numbers (cosmic) is a mode: of expressing the hidden teaching
that the Cosmos consists of male and female forces, or positive and
negative polarities, and is the result of the interaction of these forces,
one upon the other.
The first chapter of Genesis does not speak of the physical creation
of the Universe (which is found in the second chapter, beginning from
verse 4), but rather of the mental creation emanating from Divinity.
This may be readily grasped by an illustration: An architect is about
to found a city, he sees «in his mind's eye» the principal buildings, the
lie of the streets, etc ... thus, while there is a veritable creation, it is to
Lie perceived only on the mental plane. Hence, when Moses declares:
«In the beginning God created..... :~ it does not follow that he is referring to things created in the domain of time, for, before
Creation, Time did not exist, since Time is none other than the move·
ment of the celestial bodies, and hence could not be before there were
any such bodies in movement. Henc1e «in the beginning» does not refer
to action, in Time, but to idea of Order, the Primum Mobile.
Moses thereafter proceeds to detail the creation, according to logical order, treating successively of all that lives upon the Earth, and
goes on to state (i. 27) «God created man in His own image, in the
image of God created He him, mal1e and ;emale created He them ».
Let us examine a moment the first part of the verse: «in His own
image». It is obvious that this cannolt have anything to do with the physical body of Man. Since God is Perfect, omnipresent, being elsewhere
described as «a Spirit'>, He car.!lot be contained in any definite or
limiting physical body, for the reason that everything limited is by that
very fact a thing imperfect; rather must this phrase apply to the true
man, the Monad, which should contain in itself, as in a mirror, all the
power and the wisdom of God. This is exactly what all philosophies
have always declared, and we may add that Evolution, using Reincarnation as a means, has no other goal or reason for its existence than
to enable us progressively to pass upward so as to set in action the
powers which are latent in us.
Another point is worthy of attention. In the preceding verse Moses
puts into the mouth of God the following words: «Let us make man! »
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which goes to show that it is no longe:r God, as a Solitary Entity,
Who is the Active Agent of Creation, but that He is aided or deputes
action; and this is a detail which we shoiuld not fail to remember, since
it explains the imperfections of the human body, of our lower person~
ality, which is not the direct work of the Logos.
In the first chapter of Genesis we are dealing only with the·Architect
creating His world in thought, and this is set forth clearly in the 4th
verse of the second chapter, where the material creation is set forth.
Thus it is in the second chapter that the physical world truly appears,
with Man being «formed of the dust of the ground». Moses shows us
an immense difference between the physical man, as conceived by the
Logos, and man as created; the former being a creation of the Divine
Mind, a formative plan or model (une maquette) , an incorporeal being
of double nature and, as a model created by God, imperishable in the
domain of Time; while the second, or purely physical man as perceptible by the senses, is created of terrestrial substance though animated
by the spirit, the latter being divine.
Thereafter God «brought every bea:st of the field and fowl of the
air unto Adam to see what he would call them». It is clear that this
cannot mean that God was in doubt as to the nature of Man or of the
animals, but Moses herein desires to indicate the liberty which Man
possesses to know the laws of the Cosmos (symbolised by the animals)
and to follow them. This passage deals specially with the relation of
the Cosmic Law to Man. Prior to this dleclaration it had already been
written that God had «planted a ga1rden eastward in Eden; and
there He put the man whom He had formed ». We are now in a
po:sition to make clear this detail according to the key which is before
us.
Without doubt, comments Philo the Jew on this passage, Moses had
no intention of suggesting that God planted a garden for His own pleasure, but rather that God planted certain virtues in the human race,
virtues which are in themselves a reflection of the Divine Virtue and
which are symbolised by P aradise. This word, indeed, signifies «delights», and virtue is the cultivation of peace, of gentleness, of joy, all
of which lead naturally to the meaning of «delights» ; the paradise or
the garden is in the East, since in the same manner that the Sun. rising
in the East, drives away all the shadows of the night, so does the rising
of virtues in the soul irradiate it and driive all shadows forth.
Not only does Moses say that God <~put there the man that he had
formed », but, further on in the text, it is said that He «put him in the
Carden of Eden to dress it and to keep it ». This suggests that tw.1
men (or Man in two aspects) were placed in Paradise, these being the
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Man who was created from the dust of the ground (our lower Self.)
and the Man created in the image of God. It is this latter whose duty
it is to cultivate ~nd protect virtue, since he is the activating force; the
other, the man of clay,(who forms the subject of the second chapter of
Genesis) is only placed in the garden. as a dweller therein. Not to
the latter is it given the right of culture, for to cultivate virtue ,it is
necessary to possess a memory which can retain the wisdom which has
been acquired, and also a perseverance to attain the Good. The lower
personality has not any true memory of icquired Good - since, at
each incarnation. a new personality is formed - nor, indeed, can it
give itself to this quest, being only a witness to what passes around it;
later we shall see this Inferior Self banished from the Earthly Paradise
because of its alliance with the spirit of pleasure.
Also we are told that «out of the ground made the Lord God to grow
every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food; the Tree of
Life also in the midst of the Garden, and the Tree of the Knowledge
of Good and Evil.» The writer symbolizes different virtues by different
trees. They were pleasant to the sight, implying that virtue is excellent
in theory; they were good for food, implying that the practice of virtue
is advantageous.
According to the esoteric key provided by Philo the Jew, the Tree
,.,f Life symbolizes Goodness, in which all other virtues subsist, and
hence it is in the centre of the Garden; as for the Tree of the Know!tdge of Good and Evil its position is not indicated, and this purposely,
for Knowledge is not only in our Higher Self-of which the whole
Garden is a symbol-, but also in our Lower Self. In other words, this
Tree is at the same time in the Garden (of our Higher Self) and out
side it in that which concerns the power of Knowledge.
And again: «A river went out of Eden to water the Garden, and
from thence it was parted and became into four heads». This single
river symbolizes abstract virtue in general, which gives birth to all
virtues in particular; the four «heads» or branches of the river are four
particular virtues: prudence, courage, temperance, and justice.
«The name of the first is Pison; that is it which encompasseth the
whole land of Havilah, where there is gold». The word «Pison:1>
signifies «abstinence», and Prudence requires that every soul abstain
trom all iniquity and remain ever on the alert-this river flows in a circle--it «encompasseth». This circular symbolism indicates that this
particular virtue is gentle, calm, favour-giving, the circle being the symbol of good and gentle thoughts, just as «gold» symbolizes that which
of all fusible substances is the most esteemed. So, also, the virtue which
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rises superior to all others is Prudence. «Havilah» indicates stupidity,
Prudence is good when it encircles (or conquers) the excessive desire
fo r glory, for pleasure or for gain.
«And the name of the second rivers is Cihon, the same is it that
compasseth the whole land of Ethiopia». «Cihon> means «the
breasb, or, in another sense, «the animal which defends itself with its
horns». This river symbolises courage, which virtue ancient authors
declared to have its origin in the breast. Ethiopia or «Cush» signifie~
«cowardice», and courage encircles or conqueres cowardice.
«And the name of the third river is Hiddekel; that is it which
goeth towards the east of Assyria.» This third virtue is Temperance,
which sets itself against all the pleasures which so often become the
master of life, for «Assyria» indicates «direction» or «mastership».
These three virtues are named in a certain definite order. Our Personality or our Lower Self is triple: 1) the lower mental, or the seat
nf thought, the reason; 2) the astral. whence come the emotions and
the passions, and; 3) the physical self, or the seat of desire. It will b~
seen that these three Particular Virtues are in couespondence with the
three centres of life: 1) Prudence is in relationship with the Mental
what should and should not be done; 2) Courage, wliich sustains th!
astral; and 3) Temperance, which moderates desire.
«And the fourth river is Euphrates». This lattter word signifies /
«fertility», and symbolizes Justice. Effectively, when the three lowermost bodies are in harmony and in submission to the Ego, then Justice·
rules, for if the Lower Self is in control. there is, disorder and injustice.
The third river is said to flow «before Assyria» or «toward the
east of Assyria», but not to encircle it. The reason is this: if Prud·
ence and Courage can truly erect a circle of fortifications around
stupidity and cowardice and can abolish them, then Temperance can
act m01e freely. Temperance, in itself, is impotent to quell desire or
1he wish for pleasure, since our physical constitution demands that we
have some recourse to food and drink, which satisfy the desire of the
stomach, and since also the obligation of procreation is necessarily
attached to sensual desire; hence Temperance may modify, but canr•ot destroy. The fourth river, then, in the symbolism is not attached
to any country, since Justice neither attacks nor destroys; this virtue
acts strictly without prejudice and never seeks destruction.
It is not until later (verse 16)" that the word «Adam» occurs for
the first time. We shall deal with this in the concluding section of this
(To be concluded)~·
article.
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F ATLANTIS, the great unmapped continent, much may
be said which is equally applicable to the «Terra lgnota»
which, less than a century ago, covered so large a territory
in the map of Africa. Since that time, the great region which
had been left a blank has diminished continually, and now it is no
more. There is no longer any «Unknown Land» in Africa.
It is not to be doubted that even if much light has recently been
thrown in the problem of Atlantis-an enigma for how many centu··
ries !-if, little by little, one may perceive the sketching out of the
history of that primitive people, the Atlanteans, from whom many of
us believe have come all science, all art, and all religion, none the
less there still remains to be settled the question as to where Atlantis
was situate. Even those who agree, in general, that the Atlanteans
existed, ( 1) differ widely in their speculations as to their geographical
habitat. Some have placed Atlantis in Scandinavia, others in Belgium
in Tartary, in the Sea of Azov, on the hills of Palestine, or fringing
the deserts of North Africa. It is well known that most of the students
of the Atlantis problem, however, place the lost land in the Atlantic
Ocean (to which it gave its name) opposite the Pillars of Herculesnow known as the Straits of Gibraltar-as is set forth in the writings
of Plato.
.
A most disconcerting fact is that if one considers the various ar~
guments which are adduced in favour of this or that location, all seem
to have reason on their side. This is a fact of more importance than
seems, and instead of being taken as an evidence of the indeterminate
nature of the quest, it serves to emphasize its probability. Each student
becomes so intensively a partisan of his own ideas, however, that he
does not seek the connection between his discoveries and those which
have been made by others. As soon as some analogy is made, or some
resemblance found between some comer of the globe and the Platonic
clescription, some one will cry «Eureka» and publish that «Atlantis
has been found I» A few enthusiasts go even so far as to declare that
the ancients did not know the difference between a peninsula and an
island, or affinn that there were «Pillars of Hercules» in all sorts of
places besides those at Gibraltar.

0

(1) A very considerable school of occultists holds that «Atlantis» represents a stage of human development, rather than an actual and tangible
civilization occupying ccities> on a now submerged continent. The Editor.
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In our more scientific epoch, it belongs rather to take up this problem from some other point of view than merely fo establish seeming
similarities between Plato's description and the topographical factors
in different parts of the globe.
During the last century, Francis Baily, an English astronomer, on\! ·
of the founders of the Royal Astronomical Society, and a man famous
for the rigorous exactitude of his methods, suggested a scientific means
for the determination of Atlantis. This consisted in a thorough and
critical examination of the celestial sphere as portrayed in the earliest
and most primitive example. The earliest celestial map must hav~
been established by a people which had reached a high degree of
knowledge, and its value as a means of locating the region where it
was drawn up lies in the fact that it contains in its notation only thos~
Elars visible from a certain zone of the Earth.
It is true that this serves only to give us the latitude, since a stellar
zone is equally observable at all points of a geographical latitude, and
the longitude is still to seek. None the less, it permits the elimination
of all theories which situate Atlantis south of 50° N. Latitude, and
thus sets apart all discussion of North Africa, of Palestine, of the Sea
,,f Azoy and even of the Atlantic opposite the Straits of Gibraltarcertainly insofar as the point where the chart was drawn, though this
does not exclude the fact that there may have been a southern projection of Atlantis, or Atlantean Islands opposite the said Pillars of Hercules. Likewise it disposes of all theories which place the Atlantean
civilization in India, or in southern climes.
At the time when Baily worked upon the problem, the recent discoveries in Yucatan and other parts of the American continent had no
been made, and the English astronomer decided that the most probable site was in Tartary. It does not seem to us, however, that this
theory can be maintained.
.
Th~ method used by Baily needs to be supported by corroborative
research, and one of the best lines for this is the study of ancient myths
and legends and the quest for the origins of basic religious theory.
Documents are not lacking along this line, and it is necessary only to
put them In order and to interpret them.
Among these myths is that of the death of a god, and his resurrect'.on after a period of six months, and is clearly seen in the legends of
Adonis and Mithra. This Solar myth, which is found in all primitive
religions, is believed by R. M. Gattefosse to indicate that, at the
period that this myth was formed, it had its origin in a country where
the nights and days each 6 months long. But, since these countries
are at present uninhabitable, Monsieur Gattefosse suggests that the
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inclination of the globe was suddenly changed by some shock of cosmic origin, which produced the phenomenon in question. According
to Gattefosse, then, Atlantis, under the name of Hyperborea, existed
in the region of the North Pole.
There are several objections to. this curious theory. Firstly, astronomers are agreed that the Earth has never suffered from the shock
suggested. Also, had the axis of the Earth been perpendicular to the
ecliptic, polar countries would have known either a warm period.
suoh as the Carboniferous-before the cooling of the Earth's crust
(2)-or the glacial climate of today. Yet we may retain some of the
ideas suggested by Mons. Gattefosse and apply them to the region
between 50° and 60° N., a temperate climate favourable to intellectual development.
In a word, at this latitude, the northernmost habitable, the change
between summer and winter is strongly marked, the Sun descends low
on the horizon, and, at one time, the night is twice as long as the day.
When, then, the days lengthen, Adonis is ressuscitated, and the feast
of the resurrection is celebrated. Thus both myth and astronomy
agree upon the point of latitude determined. The question
0f longitude seems to be determined by ancient documents treating of
the British Isles, and especially Ireland. Already the problem comes
within narrower limits. We can concentrate it still further in comparing
the Scandinavian sagas, the traditions of the North American Indians.
druidic remains and bardic chants, and also in closely considering the
gradual sinking of the European Continental shelf, which led to the
formations of the English Channel, which is clearly shown by the
veins of lead ore which may be found in the Scilly Isles, Cape Finisterre, and the Spanish shores of the Bay of Biscay. It is of interest to
remember the importance of bronze in the early ages, and tin is a
necessary alloy in bronze.
We have said enough to support our opinion that the Hyperborean
Atlantis, deemed the original home of science, religion and art, the
mother-country of thinking humanity, should be sought in the North
Atlantic, not far from the British Isles. It was the northernmost portion of the Atlantean archipelago, of which the southern part (the
last to disappear) was where is now the Sargasso Sea. There, probably, was situated Poseidonia, the principal island of the archipelago, and there was raised the great temple to Poseidon, the «monarch
of this world», «the master of the Earth» as the Greeks named him,
father of all the ancient initiations.

Translated (by permission) from the French version published in

_cLa Facciola>! Turin.
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AIMEE BLECH
Y SON ! Who shall save him ? May Allah, the all-Merciful, and His Prophet have him in pity I
And Fat'ma, the favourite wife of the caliph, joined her
hands in acute distress. T he caliph nodded his head sadly
in agreement, for Ahmed was their eldest-born and most loved son.
"
For a long time some strange sickness had seized the youth. His
pulse beat feverishly night and day, his eyes had lost their lustre, there
was no longer any smile upon his lip. Sometimes, in delirium, he mur..
mured a few disconnected words, but his mother tried vainly to decipher their meaning; they gave no clue to the mystery.
The wisest doctor in Bagdad declared that his science went not
so far as to enable him to diagnose the evil.
~Make the young man talk ! » he insisted, however. «Gain his
confidence. This secret malady may be an all-devouring passion which
may lead your son to the grave before we a remedy.'>
The parents protested. What, Ahmed the prey to love ? Their son
- who had never seen a woman unveiled, nor lifted an eye to a wo..
man! Ahmed. who~e thoughts were only of the Quran and the teachings of the Prophet !
None the less, when the physician was gone, Fat'ma thought again
of the strange words.
«Light of my sky, perfume of my dusk, speak f» she said. «Tell
me your secret. Trust her at whose bosom thou hast been nourished.>
But Ahmed refused to speak None the less, when day after day
passed. with his mother's pravers constantly renewed, one day the
vo11l"(T •1"Hl.O n~i"ed himself o n his cushions.
«My Mother.» he saicl. «Vour tears have fallen on my foreheaCI
in a gentle reoroach and I have not longer the right to resist. Know,
then. Yes- I love... I love a woman-if. indeed, the radiant vision.
which I have seen was truly a woman. And I cannot forget her - she
haunts me - she obsesses me - it is a torture...... '>
«N ame her ! Name her quickly ! I will go seek her !» interrupted
-.. -........ ...,.-,-,--'!""1
Fat'ma.
«Impossible t »
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«I will so beseech her that she must consent! Is she, then, a favourite wife ? Or a princess of high rank that you are so despairing h
~d do not even know where to find her I» murmured Ahmed.
«I have seen her only in dream. One night, 0 my mother, after a
long meditation I fell as though asleep and yet it seemed to me that
I was in nowise asleep. Suddenly all my room became luminous.Standing at a distance of several yards away, and as though separated
from me by three transparent walls, I saw the marvellous vision of a
woman; her arms were folded across her breast, her eyes were as star!;
which penetrated my heart, and her whole body emitted a white light
with opalescent gleams.....
<Co she remained for some minutes, then the vision faded; afterwards, one by one, the transparent walls disappeared also.»
«This woman must exist I» declared Fat'ma, with assurance.
«Treasure of our lives, allow yourself to be cured. Get well l And
your father and I will search the world to find this fair one of your
vision. If it be thy Fate to be united to her, nothing can prevent thy
finding her.~
.:Truly,0 my mother», said the young man hastily, his eyes gleaming, «if I get better you will give me leave to go and find her? ....
I will get well, then I»
Joyously his mother kissed his forehead.
«He is saved! He is saved!» she cried to herself. Quickly, I must
go tell his father.»
Hope and will soon set Ahmed on his feet. For more than two
years he travelled in search of the unknown woman of his vision; by
sea and by land he journeyed; no obstacle stopped him, neither the
western countrits where Islam was hated, nor the regions of barbarous
tribes who kne,w not the Prophet; neither desire nor temptation could
make him deviate from his goal; no eyes had witchery enough to make
him forget the starry gaze he had met one night...
Utterly discouraged. he returned to his native country. His parents,
overcome with joy seeing him again, so strong, so handsome.so manly,
could scarcely grasp the depth of his feelings, and sought vainly to
give him distraction. Ahmed, in despair, began to think of abandoning a life which brought him nought but torment.
One evening, having fallen asleep upon a passionate evocation of
his destiny, he saw again the marvellous vision. Just as two years
before, she was separated from him by thee walls, and, on this
occasion, the walls were les$ transparent, and the opalescent light
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penetrated but faintly. Then, as Ahmed both rejoiced at the vision
and grieved at its lesser distinctness, a voice-almost inaudible and
which seemed to come from his own heart-murmured these words:
«Break down the walls, Ahmed »
«How h he cried.
«That - you must find ! » came the voice.
A new period of search began, but this was of a different nature
than that of his travels. Ahmed sought no distant country, he did not
even leave the palace of his father. One of the shaded corners of the
palm-grove became his place of retreat, and there he stayed fer long
hours together in meditation and prayer. But, the more eager was his
desire, and the more agitated was his heart by doubt and fear, the
more was his spirit troubled by the nature of his search, by his own
preoccupation, and the less clearly could he see, the less possible
seemed the desired solution of his problem.
After a time, having heard of an old Sufi, a true mystic, who was
known to be a holy man and full of wisdom, Ahmed sent for him and
told him of his dream, of the second apparition and of the words
which had been spoken.
The Sufi, having put himself into a state of profound meditation,
became almost rigid, and remained with his eyes closed for a lengthy
period of time. Then, coming to himself, he said :
«Sidi Ahmed, the woman of surpassing beauty whom you saw in
a vision is truly she who is destined to you. The long past which your
soul has known, and in this life the purity of your youth and early
manhood and your fervent piety would long ago have placed her in
your arms, if you, yourself, had not built up the obstacle which separates you. She waits for you, she calls you, but you have built with
your own hands - the three walls which separate you. They prevent
you from union with her, they keep you from immersing yourself
in her light.
«But how break down the walls h cried Ahmed. «Teach me, 0
Wise One !»
«Those walls can only be destroyed by the peace of the heart in
the peace of the spirit, Ahmed. I may teH you no more.»
So saying, and regardless of the passionate appeals of the young
man for more definite information, the Sufi departed gravely, and
without another word.
«The peace of the heart in the peace of the spirit»,repeated Ahmed.
The enigma, stranger even than absence of knowledge, troubled
him by its obscurity.
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But, that night, when he fell to sleep, wearied by endless repetitions
and puzzlements over the enigmatic phrase, the Sufi appeared to him
in a dream.
Standing beside him, he showed to Ahmed some whorls of vapour
which seemed to come from the young man's body.
«Look, my son ! » he said. «See the wall of obstruction which
your e~otions build continually!»
And Ahmed understood that the first wall was made of his desires,
his emotions, and the unceasing physical and moral agitaton which had
possessed him ever since he first saw the vision.
And he det.ermined to conquer this whirlpool of emotions.
The following night, Ahmed dreamt again of the Sufi. This time
the latter showd him a whirlwind of lighter vapour, forming as it were
a spiral around him.
«Look again, Ahmed, » said his counsellor. «Behold the wall
which is made by the whirlwind of your anxious thoughts, by your
cares, and by your preoccupations. Constantly you thicken the wall.
The mental is the destroyer of the real; let the disciple destroy the
destroyer!»
And Ahmed, confused at the discovery, realized that the second
wall had been raised by his own thoughts of which he had believed
himself the master though he had but been the slave. Thereupon he
resolved to dominate his mental powers and to make them obedient
to him.
The third night, the young men fell asleep with eagerness and joy,
confident that the Sufi would come to him and reveal the enigma of
the third wall. But the Sufi came not. Instead, it seemed to him
that he saw a hand write these words againts the sky :
«Disciple, thou has harvested. Now, it is the time to sow.»
Wherefrom Ahmed understood that he should put into action the
teachings which he had received in dreams.
Month after month, with untiring energy, he gave himself to the
work of controlling and dominating his emotions, to the task of rendering the mental self a slave and not a master. Many obstacles he found,
and more than once came failure, but never did he lose courage, and
never did he think of giving up the battle, for a distant star stone upon
his Way, and in the .darkest hours the radiant vision was near to comfort him.
Ahmed had almost become a saint. Living in retreat, and spending
absolutely all his time in meditation, he had no longer any contact
with the world. He lived always in his father's palace, but in solitude.
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His parents now were growing old. The caliph, aged and infirm.
could no longer leave his apartments, and Fat'ma remained with him
in faithful company. Both were saddened by their isolation from their
well-loved son. While their pride was great in the reputation of the
sanctity which was about him as an aureole, none the less they would
fain have known the joy of his presence, been partakers of his wisdom
and so possessed the crown of a perfectly happy old age.
But, to every request they made, Ahmed had always returned a
gentle but firm refusal.
One day, when his mother had again pleaded with him, and he had
again refused, Ahmed saw a tear trickle down his mother's cheek.
And, after she had gone, the solitary thinker realized that he had
suddenly lost the peace of soul which he had striven for wears to
possess.
Of his own will, he had caused his mother to weep I
This thought was the beginning of a train of scruples, of regrets,
and of self-reproaches so keen that he hardly recognized himself. He
examined himsdf. he passed his life in review. Monstrous ! What
had he been, all through, but an egoist, thinking of himself only and
neglecting his nearest and clearest duty t What illusion had enfolded
him in its subtle veiling? How could he have been so blind a~ not to
know his sacred duties ?
Resolutely, then Ahmed determined upon the sacrifice of his peace,
of his reputation as a saint, to give the rest of his life unreservedly to
the comfort of his aged parents, to whom he was the only comfort
and hope.
The following morning they found him kneeling at their feet :
«0 my Father, 0 my mother, it is you who have given me all,
my birth, my teaching, and by knowledge in all things;in all my heedless youth, you gave me tenderness and protection. And, in return,
I have forgotten all the debt I owe you to live ungratefully and as an
egoist. Forgive me. Tell me what you would have me do. To give you
happiness, I give up my solitary life, my meditations and my austerities. And, even so. it is to you that I must give thanks for all.. .. »
And, so speaking, his own .te~m mingled with the tears of joy of
his aged parents.
The bitter cup had scarcely been drunk when Ahmed discovered the pearl behond price; the sacrifice had but been consummated
when he learned the triumph of victory.
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His heart bruised and sore, yet filled with a serenity and calm, he
did not sleep un.til late in the night. No sooner was he asleep than his
room was filled with a brilliant and glowing light. And there, close to
him, at his bedside, stood the marvellous vision which had so possessed
him. And the mysterious voice spoke again from his own heart :
«Come to me, Ahmed, my well-beloved. I am thine, now, for ever.
Thou hast become master of thy emotions, master of thy thoughts...
and by thy act of renunciation thou hast thrown down the third wall
which separated us - thou hast renounced the self of Self.
«The day of victory is come - at last.. .. after ages and lives
unnumbered. I am thine, even as thou art mine. Thou hast conquered
me, and I have won thee. It is I who have been the luminous star
which has led and guided thee through all thy lives; It is I who have
been that guardian angel who watched over thee, day and night ; it
is I who am thy heavenly bride awaiting thee throughout the centuries.... I am thy Divine Soul..... I have loved thee with an eternal
love.... Come to me ... Take me.. Henceforward we shall be but One.»
And Ahmed, before the splendour of this being, enwrapped in
flame and light, felt his soul dissolve into an immense ocean of happiness, ea~h wave and ripple of which brought blessing.
When he awakened, Ahmed was conscious of such a fulness of
life and of happiness that his forehead radiated light. He hardly
left his parents, watching to serve them, attentive to their slightest
desire. And so when he was absent for a moment, F at'ma said to her
hushand;
«ls there not something changed in Ahmed today ? A splendour ?
A presence superb ? A wonderful fire in his glance ? How proud we
should be to have brought him into the world !»
«Allah is great, and Mahomet is His Prophet,» replied the old
caliph gravely, taking a deep breath of his bubble-pipe.

The Dogmatism a/ Sceptics
To assert, simply, that there is no survival, and lo adduce no proof
for this assertion, is pure dogma; to assert that any proof which may
be advanced in favour thereof is essentially erroneous, is silly prejudice,
or inertia. We Occidentals, who have only just begun to deepen our
studies, by what right can we exclude the testimony of the Orient,
arising from the study and experience of many centuries ?
G. LOWES DICKINSON

lnnisiblt tHaJ]ntaits
FRANCIS ROLT-W HEELER

~

MONG the secret joys of childhood, especial1y that of
lonely childhood, is that of the Invisible Playmate. Many
~ children-especially those who have no brothers and sisters
about them-will occasionally let slip a confidence which
shows that they do not dwell in such loneliness as their elders may
1magme.
The world is not so sad as all that! And, surely, those who believe
in the kindly powers of the Universe-by whatsoever name they may
be called-could not imagine them negleclf ul and regardless of the
ache in a lonely child's heart. There is far more joy in the world than
we are aware, and more Beings exist for the purpose of giving joy to
others than are catalogued by theologians among the Angelic hosts,
or live within the pages of a fairy book.
Let it be clearly understood, first, that the Invisible Playmate is
not a figment of imagination. He is not a thought-form produced by
the child's mind, nor yet is he a parasitic entity drawing from the
child's vitality. It is a very old belief-and one which seems to be
substantiated by many evidences- that the evil influences of the
Moon begin only after the seventh year of a child's life; prior to
that time, the protective lunar influences are showered upon him. Sure
it is that while children may be in some measure psychic-clairvoyance is the most general form- they are never subject to obsession.
Even the Poltergeist or mischievous bombardment from the invisible,
does not come in the early years. It is of some importance to emphasize this point, since it demonstrates that the Invisible Playmate cannot be an evil influence.
The reference to the Moon's benefic influence during the first seven
years of !ife has also another aspect. The Moon has especial power
upon the Astral World, and the Astral World interpenetrates the
Physical. This latter phrase is familiar to every reader-so far as
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words go-though it is often unfamiliar to him-as a matter of belief. It
means-to put the matter very crudely- that every child has two toy~
:>oxes, occupying the same dimensions in space, and at the same place,
two Noah's Arks or two dolls'-houses, as the case may be. One of
these is visible at all times, the other is visible only in certain states.
To an adult, these latter states are often the result of trance, of concentration, or of special training; to a child, this state of being able to
perceive astral forms is very usual.
The child's «Let's Pretend», and the grown-up's «Let's Prelend» are not the same thing at all; the first is a recognition of the life
in all things, the second is only a simulation of it. The words of Christ:
«Except ye become as little children, ye shall in nowise enter the
Kingdom of Heaven» are of indirect, but very real application, here,
though this is but one of many esoteric meanings in that deep·s~eking
J·hrase.
The Moon, then, we have said, has power in the Astral, and during the first seven years of a child's life, she sheds only benefic influ··
ences upon the child, as yet not fully souled. Not only do the Lunar
influences protect, but also they bestow; not only may the evil creatures of the ·invisible not come near, but the gentle folk of the Astral
are bidden come. Most willingly do they come, for they like nothing
better than to play with a lonely child.
It is an error to say that a child's imagination is stronger than that
of an adult. It is equally an error to assert that the actuality of his
«pretence» is due to an inability to distinguish between the real and
the unreal. The truth is exactly the contrary. The adult must use his
imagination because he has not that peculiar perception which belongs
to the little child; and it is he who cannot distinguish between the real.
and the unreal, since he has fallen into the turpitude of thinking that
whatever is invisible must be unreal.
But the Invisible Playmate, in the true sense of the word, is some·
thing more than a mere visitor from the Astral, come for a moment's
~tay. It is not a matter of great moment to which of the higher worlds
·he may belong, and there is a certain weakness in using words which
have changed their significance. Nor, indeed, is it wise to be too de~
finite. In some cases, the Invisible Playmat~ has belonged to the angelic kingdom, and has been no~hing more or less than the child's
Guardian Angel. This, however, is rare. In a larger number of cases
'he Invisible Playmate has come from the Astral World, and has been
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a discarnate earth-bound spirit of a child which is able to r.eturnvery frequently a soul shortly to be incarnated. But the majority of
such Invisible Playmates seem to be the Astral Selves of living children-very often sister-souls-who can present themselves afar to
those with whom they are in affinity.
It is comparatively rare that the Invisible Playmate materializes,
:md it is peculiarly difficult to get exact data on the poi.nt for the
1eason that to some highly sensitive children, the sensation of materialization is often there, though the actual materialization may not be.
But there are innum~rable instances of children bringing to their
parents something which they «have found», and which could not
have come to them in any normal way.
Three examples may be mentioned. Perhaps the best known is
that of Lina Wertheimer, living in a little village in Wurtemberg.
who «went gardening with her brother» (the Invisible Playmate, for
fhe was an only child) all through the winter. «Even when the snow
was heavy on the ground she brought back flowers, exotic blooms
such as pomegranate flowers». The Lutheran pastor of the village,
Herr Munster, with more judgment than might be expected, refused
lo regard these flowers as «coming from the devil» as the father had
suggested, for, said the old divine: «he could not see what the devil
had to gain in comforting a lonely child and giving her pretty flowers».
The case of Robert Louis Stevenson is well known. Ali through
his early childhood, even beyond the usual seven-year limit, one of
the comforts of his life was his Invisible Playmate. Nor did the benefic influence cease then. It is on record that on his tour (with a donkey) in the Cevennes, his comrade of childhood sometimes accompanied him. But the strangest of an · the concordances was his belief
that one of the warriors in the little group of Samoans who acknowledged him as their «chief» during the last three years of his troublous life, and who carried his body to his chosen grave on the peak
.->f Vaea, was the «Invisible Playmate» of his youth in distant Edinburgh. Stevenson's meticulous honesty of character stamps this record
·with more than usual importance.
A more recent case was reported from Norway, a country which
has not been much in the public view so far as psychic matters are
concerned, but where the psychic strain, none the less, is strong. This
is one of the fe:w cases of seeming materialization. A certain lad nameq
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Hjalmar... had been punished several times for telling stories about
«his brother» with whom he used to play about the fishing boats. At
the age of six years he went to a Kindergarten or Maternal School,
and there, too, he was constantly getting into trouble because of his
tales of his «brother». But, one day, the teacher of the maternal
school clearly saw another boy standing beside Hjalmar and whispering in his ear. She spoke sharply and Hjalmar replied: «It's only
my brother!» Angry at thi$ repetition of a forbidden subject she
strode forward, but, on her approach, the «brother» vanished.
Queries evoked the information that other of the children had seen
:.his figure, several times before.
The question of · the Invisible Playmates of Children evokes a
great many other considerations. It is attached to the problems of the
Lower and the Higher Astral; it is associated with the ancient astrological tradition that the Moon is the protectress of the first seven
years of childhood; it presupposes that they are entities of the nonhuman, superhuman, or angelic groups who can-and do- comfort
lonely children; it raises the question of discarnate spirits, as in the
N ol.'Wegian case; it can be superposed on the doctrine of sister-souls;
and it brings yet another piece of evidence to the teaching that th~
various bodies of man may serve different func;tions when there is a
i.pecial purpose for them to do so, and when-so it seems-they are
instructed or guided so to do.
The principal teaching which lies beneath it all, however, is that of
tne existence in the universe of a kindly guidance which is ready to 611
the want in the heart of a lonely child, and which can create companionship. As a matter of fact, any person who is lonely has, but
himself or herself to thank; for beings of all worlds are very ready to
be friendly if we will but permit them. They ask but to be called, and
to be fully welcomed when they come.

The Ten Unities of Bahaism
In the creed of Bahaism, which has for one of its principal purposes
the union of all religions, its ethics and · its philosophy are sometimes
expressed in the Ten Unities : Unity of God, Unity of Man, Unity
of Truth, Unity of Justice, Unity of Liberty, Unity of Religion,
Unity of Science, Unity of Language and Unity of Education.
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JDortor nnh J9cnlcr
Dr. R. REGNIER
OR long, long centuries, there has existed between medical
men and healers of many schools a regrettable antagonism
which has borne serious prejudice to the curing of the sick,
though this is equally the goal of both.
Born of a prejudice, this animosity tends to diminish if not actually
to disappear, and this because there is a readier understanding of our
respective roles; indeed, I hope that the time is not far distant when
we shall arrive-the one and the other-at a better realization of
what is the method in which collaboration can best be attained.
Prior to the establishment of Christianity, all forms of scientific
knowledge, including those which had to do with the healing of the
sick, were centralized in the temples, and some of these-such as the
Temple of Aesculapius, in Epidauros,-were especially frequented
by those who sought medical skill.
Most unhappily. the triumph of Christianism, by causing the disappearance of the scientific centres which were associated with paganism. gave rise to the harmful scission which has since divided those of
the healing art into two camps. This extends even to the present day.
The initiates, who were instructed in the practice of medicine, became
the lay practitioners of whom we are the descendants; the disciples of
Christ, the Apostles and their successors, continued to besttow their
healing powers through the force which they had received from their
Master. Between the two great groups may be placed the charlatans,
who operated by means of pretended family secrets, and the sorce~
rers, who claimed magical powers, not susceptible of real proof. I
leave these .two intermediate classes aside.
Until the end of the 18th. Century, the Art of Medicine was exclu~
sively based on the traditions more or less correctly transcribed and
interpreted originating in the Greek Initiates, Hippocrates and Galen;
and, later in date, from Arab doctors who were the indirect descendants of those who had been taught in Egyptian temples.

F
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Enlirely alone, in the 15th. Century, Paracelsus revived the spark

nf truth veiled beneath the mantle of occultism, especially by his practice of homeopathy and of animal magnetism. The astonishing cures
made by Mesmer; the work of Braid and of Charcot on hypnotism;
the discoveries relative to electricity, to light and to radio--activity;
and finally the researches of Pasteur upon pathogenic germs, lead us
along the path of true Science, and bring us to the useful collaboration
of the doctor and the healer, this alliance being based upon the conditions I have just mentioned.
We know, now, that the huma1n organism has as its essential base
a plastic and vibratory form of matter, known as protoplasm, the dif.·
ferent combinations of which go to form the tissues and the organs.
We know, further, that this matte.r is rendered active by the physical
enerf._ which penetrates it, and which causes it to vibrate under th~
various forms of movement, of heat, of light, of electricity, of radiouctivity and of psycho-magnetic force. The harmony of the whole is
maintained and directed by the thought, an emanation of the divine
creative energy, the ei,sential nature of which is as yet outside our
knowledge, even as is that of all other forms of cosmic energy.
We may here set forth a primary application of that which is known
in Occultism as the Law of the Ternary; the constitutive Trinity of
the human body: matter, force, a1nd spirit.
Illness is the result of a perturbation of a greater or lesser significance in this triad, which-according to the just expression of Dr .
..\zan-is «a strife among vibrations».
Three differe~t varieties of causes may be assigned as origins of
the ills which befall us: 1) physiical causes, such as blows, wounds,
sunstrokes, f ulgurations and lightning-strokes; 2) psycho·m:agnetic
causes, such as passion, which expose us to different forms of physical
d!!rangement and excess, and which render us an easy prey to microbes; 3) mental causes, the reactions of which find their origin in organic disturbance acting upon the psychic fluid or from invisible influences.
Illnesses evolve, and follow three definite periods: incubation, pa·
thological condition, decline. They may terminate in one of thre'!
ways: complete cure, establishment of a chronic condition, death.
What then should be the respective roles of the doctor and the
healer in the conflict against dise~ase, which, in other words, in the
1eestablishment of a vibratory harmony in the trinity of the body, for
it is herein that lies health? Agai111, health is the normal action of our
t1iple function: 1) the maintenance in vigour and vital force of the
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crgans of life, of growth and of reproduction; 2) the maintenance of
those organs which rule our relations with the exterior world: the
perceptions, the sensations, the sentim~~nts, the reflexes, the imagin~
ation, the memory, all under the directiion of that division of the ner~
vous system which is known as the «sub-conscious» ; and 3) the main·
tenance of our relations with the univer.sal conscious energy, of which
the brain is the directing centre and· the thought is the expression.
Our first effort, then, is to determine both the cause and the seat of
the disease, then to measure the evil effects which it has produced:
finally to aid Nature in her ever constant effort to effect a cure.
The doctor has at his disposal two main lines of investigation to
J,.ad him to his diagnosis. Firstly, there is the interrogation of the pa·
bent concerning the time and nature of the first appearance of hi:;
illness, the character of his pains and other sensations, and the possibl~
relation of these, either to former illness or to hereditary conditions.
Secondly there is the general physical examination of the body: the
colour of the skin, its dryness or moisture, the clinical temperature, the
outward appearance of the sense organs, the indications given by the
excrements, excretions and humours. Thirdly, comes manual exami·
ration, including percussion and auscultation, and, if this be insuffi.
c.ient, we may still have recourse to the examination of the internal
organs by special apparatus, to laboratory analyses., and to the X·
l~ays.

In this first role, that of the diagnostician, a cla"irvoyant medium is
a great assistance to the physician who is able to appreciate this mode
of help, since, by reason of the superior sensibility of his or her organs
of perception, the medium is often able to perceive certain morbid per·
turbations which could not have been brought to the attention of the
doctor by any other means. Dr. Osty, whose reputation is world-wide,
I as given indisputable proofs of this in La Revue M etapsychique.
None the less, it should not be forgotten that the information given
h a medium-even as that which is provided by any other part of
the physical examination-is prone to be only partially exact. In thi:;
lme of diagnosis, as in all the others, there is a certain relativity to be
borne in mind, bidding us beware of the pride of any approach to
infallibility and teaching us to remain modest and humble in spirit.
T hus informed as to the domain of th«::ir faculties, doctor and healer
will be able to do for their patient all which may be deemed dependent
on their skill, without forgetting the cla.ssic phrase of Ambroisc Pare:
qJ will bandage him; God will cure him».
The doctor has at his disposition the following methods of cure:
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I) drugs and medicines, diel, and physical agents such as water, air,
heat, light, radium and radio-active substances, radiant emanations
whose action upon the material elements of the physical organism is
well known; and 2) certain resources of a nature both psychic and
spiritual which may influence a nervous system under par or too greatly
sense-exercised, as well as having an effect on the directive, mentalitv

By reason of his professional instruction, the doctor is best qualified to
order all prescriptions of this character.
Yet, save for some rare exceptions,-and especially in our materialistic age-the medical man strictly so called has not developed his
mediumship qualities sufficiently to enable him to give to his patient
all the psycho-magnetic and spiritual aid which the latter may require. For this part of the cure, the doctor can and should make use
c.f mediums whose powers in this line he has investigated and hr.
knows.
The medium or healer, for his part, must thoroughly grasp the fact
that he is only an instrument, that his place is but that of an agent of
11 ansmission between the Healing Energy from whom he has received
the psychic gift, and that of the patient; that he is responsible to the
former for the usage he makes of his powers; that it is his duty to
learn as much as he can from those who are actively engaged in
reaching the same goal- the healing of a sic person.and that he ought
to profit by their advice and their experience. H e must, then, refrain
tram any recommandation of medicines of whose effects he is likely
to be ignorant, and also from any suggestion of dietary bases which
may be inapplicable to the person who has asked his help. In a word,
he should keep strictly to his role of helper to those who suffer or are
m pam.
It is by such collaboration, sincerely and freely accepted, fulfilled
to the uttermost, that we shall rise to the height of the task which is
entrused us : to diminish or to banish suffering, and to contribute-so
far as it may be permitted us-to a perfect cure.
,
Translated from «Psychica». Paris, issue of 15th. May, 1930, b:y

permission.
He who speaks without thinking is like a hunter who fires without
a1mmg.
The proofs of initiation, in every worship, are symbols of the difficulties which every person must endure during his life on earth.
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REPORT ON THtRtSE NEUMANN
La Presse M6dicale of Paris, ba ving cle,·ote•I much space lo a careful consideration of the astonishin~ case of Therese ~euooann, Le Sinceriste, a Belgian organ, confirms the facts as a result of personal control, and gives the
following summary.

1r

0 BEGIN with, we borrow from La Presse M edicale of

Paris, of the 24th. June, 1930, the following recent information concerning Mlle Therese Neumann, of Konnersreuth,
Austria, who, since 1926, has been the subject of a large
number of ecstatic states, signalized by the appearance of the stigmata (or actual wounds appearing on the palms of the hands, the feet,
and the side, as told of the Christ) , and many involuntary or subconscious trances marked by a very strange power of tongues.
The details of these stigmata, their exact location, their form, the.
physical and psychological circumstances which accompanied their
appearances, the length of time that they lasted- with exact date and
hour, the meticulous methods of control and verification which have
l.,een applied to the study of these phenomena-have been set forth
with extraordinary precision, recently, in a voluminous work on the
subject. The author is neither doctor, nor theologian, but a man ot
solid learning who enjoys a certain reputation as a scientific thinker;
a Protestant, and nowise favourable to any presentation of Therese
Neumann as a «saint»; and his book is the result of the most careful
;..nd most laborious work.
It is now possible to study, by the extreme minuteness and detail
-:>f this witness, the spontaneous apparition of these stigmata, the size
of the wounds, their instantaneous closing leaving scarce a scar, as of
their equally sudden opening, without shock. From these wound:;
oozes blood, which, microscopically examined, is found to be quite
uormal; sometimes it comes drop by drop, but at other times spurts
out, staining the hands, the linen, the clothing and even falling in a
jet on the floor. Every form or bandaging, of the application of
ointment and even of bathing the wounds is painful. Not in any single
11hase has there been any evidence of infection in these wounds.
The facts which are set forth by Mr. Gerlich, the conscientious
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ob.>erver and reporter of the phenomena, and which have been certified by many witnesses are a matter of history; we ourselves, cert:iinly, are in no position to doubt it, for we were witnesses of one of
these ecstatic trances of Therese Neumann, on the 10th. and 11th.
of April of the present year; we have seen, ourselves, the flowing of
lears of blood, and we have seen, also, the stigmata on the hands. The
question, now, is to interpret and to explain them.
Other phenomena must be added to the stigmata of which La
Presse M edicale speaks, and these, also have contributed to awaken
the popular astonishment and wonder. One of the most extraordinary
of these is the lengthy fast. Since Christmas, 1926, Therese Neumann
has not eaten, or so it is seriously affirmed; since September 1927 it is
,;tated that she has not even taken a drink of water, none the less, she
t1as not become emaciated, even though she has bled freely on many
, ccasions. Unless, indeed, there is a wholesale fraud, in which The~
1 esc has been able to persuade all the doctors, the scientific observers,
and the authorities of the town to join, there is here a fact which is
entirely at issue with ordinary elementary metabolism. A strict con·
trol has shown that in all these years there has been almost no urinatic•n, and the fecal functions have ceased.
These physiological phenomena have absolutely confounded all
those who have witnessed them. But it would be entirely unjust not to
det.iil some of the more striking psychological factors which have
accompanied them. We do not even stop to speak of the «supernormal knowledge», nor even of the «second sight» of Therese,
which we have had the opportunity to see in several exceptional cases,
and which are now generally admitted by the medical profession to
be much less rare than was supposed. To this end, the work of Dr.
Ric.het and of Dr. Osty has contributed a good deal.
What is far more strange, and what indeed- so far as we are
aware--has never before been observed in so authentic a manner, is
the utterance of words and phrases attached always to the same cycle
of ideas and facts. This is, indeed, a living drama of Calvary, and
explained in a language which Therese could not have learned in any
no1mai way. for it is no irJnger spoken. Thus, when Therese Neumann
utters these words, and which are placed in the mouths of people who
were actual witnesses of the Passion of Christ and of His Crucifixion
-words, even, of Christ, Himself-these are not verses from · the
Gospels, in the form that the Latin version has crystallized them, but
they are words and phrases in the Aramean tongue, sometimes paralleling the Biblical text, sometimes entirely new.

A LIVING

MYSTERY
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In the first case, one may try to diminish the wonder by supposing
that this is reminiscence-but, even then, it is but to change the nature
.:1f the wonder by making it a marvellous case of regressive memory;
in the second case-that of the phrases which are not found in the
Bible-invention may be suspected. But to invent phrases in an unknown tongue is more difficult, still !
A stonishment only grows when it is realized that Therese has been
under examination for nearly four years. Many eminent linguists
have visited her, and though have been many conjectures as to the
origin of these mysterious powers, there is no doubt as to their reality.
Thus Professor Bauer, of the University of Halle, a famous authority
on Oriental Languages, recently made the formal announcement:
«The fact that, in the utterance of Therese Neumann, we have to
do with true Aramean is absolutely incontestable. It is definitely the
Aramean tongue as it was spoken in the time of Jesus Christ.» It may
be added that Dr. Kiefer, the well-known Jesuit philologist and a
specialist in the Syriac tongue, confirmed the findings.
The hypothesis has been suggested that Therese secured these
phrases telepathically from the philologists who were present, but this
theory must be set aside, for the philologists were only called to thP.
case when the phenomena had already been going on for a long time.
Moreover, few ')f the professors would be likely to have-unknown to
themselves- strange mystic phrases of a note quite at variance with
their professorial characters. Besides which, it would still remain to he
explained how Therese speaks fluently four other languages which
she has never learned, and sometimes slips into little-known dialects.
The intense interest which has been aroused by the endorsement
of the girl's power to speak in pure Aramean of the time of Chri~t.
whereas the New Testament records only one phrase in that language
·-one of the Words on the Cross-has given a great and perhaps
historic value to the numerous details which Therese Neumann has
been able to add to the Biblical scenes of which she speaks as an
actuai witness.
Some scores of doctors, at different times, have been present at this
reproduction of Biblical scenes accompanied by gestures, sufferings,
cries, and finally by hemorrhages; Mons. Willemin of Vichy recently
published an impressive commentary on this «Visual cycle», Dr.
Hynek affirms that it would be impossible to see anything more impressionistic.
For, after all, it is to the doctors that we must turn, since they are
the judges in all physiological matters. It is they who must explain the
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strange happenings at Konnersreuth, they who must try and bring
this extraordinary fast of Therese Neumann in conformity with the
laws of Nature. In the same way, if the psychologists can bring thi,;
· ''xenoglossia» and this gift of tongues within the bound of any psychological law, the boundaries of that science will be accordingly
extended.
It is not astonishing, then, that amid their admiration of the phenomena, and their accompanying wonderment, doctors, psychologists
and philosophers should be racking their brains to find
some explanation for the facts; Science itself may be content to be
agnostic, but scientists are human. Dr. ·Stephan suggests that Therese
Neumann is in a physiological state wherein the living forces main·
t;:iin themselves. But is this an explanation? Is it not merely a tautological statement of a form of perpetual motion which is utterly out
of accord with what we know of physiology? In every living creature
there is usage and waste: - yet here is a living creature who bleeds,
who does not take nourishment over a period of years, and who does
not lose weight! M. Kroener takes refuse in the hypothesis of «invisi·
ble vampirism» by the virtue of which the subject is able to extract
a certain amount of living force, and even of material subsistence.
[rom any person who approaches her.
The group of metapsychists, led by Dr. Boehme, of Nuremberg,
have tried to reconcile science and mystery, but not with any great
htccess. Dr. Osty has used the terms «fakirism» (in the real sense of
the word) and «mediumship», but this rather vague explanation does
not satisfy us, and Dr. Osty himself has affirmed that «the evidence
of Aramean speech in an illiterate girl of the Palatinate calls for deep
thought and deep research», while his loyalty to science bade him
add that «he was ready, in advance, to accept the conclusions which
might come to actual proof in this strange case, no matter where they
led. »
Metapsychical research has done much to dethrone «hysteria}>
from its too easily occupied throne in these case, for it was a flimsy
argument frequently brought up as a means of dodging explanation;
today, even, the more modern question of «suggestion» ' has fallen
into disfavour, and neither one nor the other enters largely into the
active controversy which rages concerning the inexplicable phenomena
happening at Konnersreuth.

(In the next number of The Seer both the Natal and Progressed
ll oroscofes of Therese Neumann will be published) .
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Your Place in the Stars
EVANGELINE ADAMS
Dodd, M•ad and C•, N•w York

T IS a matter for sound satisfaction when astrological works of
this character are brought out. This book is good astrology,
] [ good literature and good taste. Any person knowing nothing of
astrology will be able to find paragraphs which illumine his own
iife and that of his friends whose birth-date he knows; every astrologer who is not too self-confident that he knows everything will find
helpful suggestions. The few pages of introduction to the Symbolism
of the Sun and of the principal planets are written not only with
thorough understanding, but with finesse and a perception of spiritual
values so quietly fine in tone that one may read them, and become
possessed of them, without being aware how much the few sentences
contain. Scarcely a line from beginning to end of the book is controversial. There is little experimentation with new and untried ideas.
The science, the art and the philosophy of Astrology are woven together so deftly that the pattern is seen complete.
This is the work of a well-trained and cultured mind. There is
refinemen( as well as keenness of perception, and the numerous allusions to figures of world renown-touched upon only as illustrations
to some horoscopic factor-show wide reading, an appreciation of
values, and a true historic sense. This is far more important than it
:.eems, for not all astrological literature shows this easy grasp of the
~cience and this breadth of view. If one tiny criticism be permitted.

5ome of the lists of names contain people of little importance like
«movie» actresses, etc. In a second edition, if necessary to include:
these and many unknown names, some clue might be given as to the
cause of their inclusion.
A feature of the book which is as ingenious as it is useful to the nonastrologer is the listing of aspects-malefic or benefic--of the
major planets to the Sun up to the year 2,000, in other words, to cover
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the period of life of every possible reader, showing in what years and
in what months certain factors will come into play. Other lists enable
the uninformed reader to get some idea of the positions of his Natal
Chart without consulting an Ephemeris, though, as the author says.
every one should have his cliart cast by a competent astrologer. What
«Your Place in the Stars» undertakes to do, it does well, and with
&o easy a mastery of the subject that it is absolutely convincing. It is
<;trictly a book of reference, and is enjoyable reading withal.

My Larger Life
VIOLET BURTON
~Ide,.

nnd Co.

L.o n don

This is a book on Spirit Communication, if you will, but it is not a
hook on Spiritualism. It is rather a quiet statement of what Inspirational Speaking is, or should be. From a purely impartial standpoint,
the book is of peculiar value since it shows biographically, the development of one branch of psycho-spiritual work, and, at the same
time, reveals certain pitfalls which lie in the way of a too conventional
Spiritualism. Thus when the author states: «Spiritualists have become the hardest opponents of inspirational addresses», «my being of
the educated class has been a serious drawback», «l have been asked
to drop any mention of life in the spirit world, to tell the Teachers
that we do not want virtues or conduct of life spoken of», it is clear
that something is wrong. There is not the faintest shadow of question
that such work as that of Violet Burton, which is certainly influenced
by higher forces-and there is no reason to dispute her word «Maslr.rs»-is infinitely more important and helpful than a mere mediumnistic description of somebody's uncle or mother, in which the central
feature is the shape of a locket or a scar on the face. The test of a
book, at the last, is the impression that it produces. «My Larger Life»
has a certain indoubted spiritual force, it holds a quiet dignity, and
does not descend to trivialities. Insofar as it presents Inspirational
Speaking, its testimony is sure, and it possesses the great virtue of
speaking of the «Masters» who have been the author's Teachers
neither with fulsome adulation nor with flippancy. The chief
teaching of the book- that spiritualist centres should increase.but that
they should endeavor to raise the tone from mere «evidential» mediumship to lofty teaching-is not only clearly and justly stated, but is
done gently and well.
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Communications with the Dead
]. G. CAREW-GIBSON
R ider and Co. London

Honest service is sometimes done to the cause of psychic and occult
research by the publication of books which are frankly antagonistic
to accepted hypotheses. Thus is the truth best threshed out. In this
book the author, a Civil Engineer, reasons out very carefully a long
series of psychic and seemingly spiritistic experiences which he pur·
sued, and gives his conclusions. The conviction which he has reached
is that communication with entities which are not living human beings
ii; proved; that it is not proved-and that it is highly improbable-that these entities are discarnate souls, unless they be «the souls of
the damned» ; that there is a certain amount of reason to associate
them with what are sometimes loosely known as «demons» ; and that
they «possess intelligence and free will and are - at least potentially
--hostile ». But an impartial critic might find a flaw in Mr. CarewGibson's argument that, because he found «familiar spirits» to be
«lying spirits», therefore all communications must be of same character. And. since it is a fair assumption that a million people or more
1oday, get actual spiritual help from «spirit communication» and are
thereby led to more ethical and moral lives, one is prone to ask why
«demons» should be so anxious to promote good. A few phrases,
here and there, betray prejudice. Thus, when the author says that
«physical phenomena, common in the earlier days of the Spiritualist
movement, are more rarely met with now», he is simply ignoring facts,
such as at Millesimo Castle. It would not be at all difficult to produce
p;ood evidence for a thousand controlled cases of physical phenomena
in the year 1930- to go no further. And when Mr. Carew-Gibson
suggests that the Great Pyramid at Ghizeh was possibly a piece of
monumental nonsense suggested to some Pharaoh as a practical joke
t y some malicious entity, he is putting a little too much strain on the
reader's good sense. None the less, the book is clearly sincere, full of
meat, and valuable a:; suggestive counsel not to accept all spiritistic
theories wholesale. T here are two balance-pans in every set of scales.

A n A wakening

to

the Universe

Dr. 0. A. OSTY
'l h e Autihor. Mlnneaooll•. Minn.

The purpose of this book is to show that both in the O ld Testa·
ment and in the New there are frequent references to spirit commu\
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nication, inspiration and revelation. ·The author takes occasion to be
very severe upon Moses, upon all other writers of the canonical books
of the Old T estam.ent, likewise of the New. His severity increases
when he comes to deal with the Christian Church, all its branches.
and in all ages, and he is unsparing on rites and ceremonials. These
teachings, these doctrines.these ceremonials, be they Mosaic or Christ~
ian, have brought light and comfort to millions upon millions of hu~
man beings over a period of several thousand years; surely our author
might have dealt with them more lightly! The second part of the book
dealing with spirit experiences, loses much of its force by reason of the
venom shown in the first part. Dr. Osty's Spiritism is just as violent
as he declares the Jehovah of Moses to be. A pity, for there are some
passages worth reading toward the end of the book.

The New Astronomy and Cosmic Physiology
G. E. SUTCLIFFE
This is a very short book. In effect it consists merely of a number
of paragraphs which indicate the chapters of a monumental work now
in press. Yet this little volume contains more meat than twenty ordinary books, and, although it is stiff reading, it is so incisive and clean
cut in its statements that even the casual reader is forced to wonder as
· he reads. Mr. Sutcliffe has succeeded in establishing a sound and
definite link between the Higher Mathematics and the Higher Physics of the last five years and the Theosophical Philosophy which was
brought to the West 50 years ago by Madame Blavatsky. The author
gives a mathematical key which unlocks not only many of the doors
of true Theosophy (we are not speaking of Neo-Theosophical vagaries), but which unlocks also more than one door in modern
mathematical physics. Under Mr. Sutcliffe's profound investigation
and careful scientific statement, not only every atom of the Universe,
but both the forces within the atom and the whole cosmos itself are
seen to be vibrant with life. High sounding titles are usually to be suspected, but «Cosmic Physiology», in this case, is a justifiable term and
there is every reason to believe that Sutcliffe's work will come to be
classed with that of the giants of the present day: Einstein, Heisenberg, Jeans, De Broglie, and Eddington.

llntionnl nnb Jnttrnational 'Jlstrologn
IWew Moon, Sept. 22 ••·

]F

'l'l.~2

a. m., Greenwlcll

OR THE WEST OF EUROPE. -

The lunation is
singularly good for national trade, especially with the Orient,
and there should be a stronger commercial market than
the summer. Though unemployment will persist, the numbers
will diminish and in September industry will become firmer. Some im·
portant development in applied science is likely, the result of long
study and coming from a man very little known. The latter part of
the lunation will be less favourable, as the progression of the Sun will
bring it first in spuare with Saturn, and then in opposition to Uranus.
In October some insurance scandal in likely, and late in O ctober
some international complication concerning air routes.

England. - Serious discussion will arise over the ~age scale and
the standard of living. Foreign difficulties will calm down in Septem·
ber, but a diplomatic flare-up in October is likely, in which Germany
will he involved.
Franee. - There is little of very great importance in this lunation,
though Leo favourably placed in the lunation, and a non·afflictcd Sun
suggests progress. Some project of changes of law may be discussed.

Ital)). - There is some unrest, here, and the religious question
is likely to arise. The growing strength of the Vatican as a diplomatic
'factor is apt to cause some dissension. There will be interference in
the policies of Eastern Europe.
Germany. - A new financial attack is likely to be made against
the government, but this will not succeed. The fall of the government
is only delayed.
Portugal. -Jnere is danger of earthquake shock along tlie Lisbon
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and Cap Verde seismic lines, or, ilt may be, a disastrous storm. This
coast line is menaced by some catai;trophe of natural origin.

Poland. -

Death of a great leader, or man of letters.

Russie. -

Radical chance of policy. Marked change in adrninis-tration. The first clear break in Soviet power begins to show itself.
Strong religious undercurrent come:s into evidence.

India. - The Nationalist question simmers down. The various
native leaders are unable to agree 1upon a programme.
China. -

The anti-foreign hostility diminishes. The Chinese Soviet army gains victories, but throws off Soviet leadership.

United Stales. - Mars in the .Meridian and Saturn in the Nadir
will bring stormy business conditicins, with a slump in market values
being boosted by artificial combin1es.
Guiana, and North Brazil. -

Earthquake and tidal wave menace
on the southern shores of the Caribbean Sea. This may spread to the
~est Islands.

Solar Ingress for Autumn Quarter
Sun enters Libra, Sept. 23 .rd., at 6.36 p. m. Greenwich
This Solar Ingress indicates a tlhree-month period of great activity.
'Exploration and discovery will take an important place. Some expedition supposed to be lost will suddenly announce its success. In
England - there will be an upheaval and the government is likely
to fall, and that disastrously. On the Continent There will be constant
efforts to make new alliances. A period of great unrest. Announcements of new and even more destructive war inventions will cause
alarm and there will be even an effort on the part of civil war parties
to adopt destructive methods.In i!he United States much conflict in
Congress and a deadlock in political affairs.
So far as weather is concerned this, three months is likely to be
·remarkable for an unusual number of severe storms, and there will
be an unseasonable period of early winter, warmer than usual, with
thunderstorms and heavy losses from lightning late in the season.
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Discoveries and inventions, possibily having to do with fuel. will
make this a notable winter, and there is likely to be a scramble among
the Powers to increase Air Forces alarmingly, especially \\'ich small
fighting units. Discovery of a new fuel for airplanes will facilitate
development.
This will be a winter marked by a good deal of sickness, possibly
in the form of violent influenza, or some epidemic marked by acute
pains in the head. « Raphael » suggests that this may be of a character to affect seriously the memory.

Conjunction of Mars and Jupiter
Conjunction. Sept. 27 th., at 1.12 p. m. Greenwicch
This conjunction, were it not for the unfavourable indications of
the Solar Ingress, would betoken a remarkable trade expansion, and,
indeed, this is Ii ely to ta e place, but in an unhealthy manner.Large
fortunes will be lost and gained, and the effect of this conjunction
will be to render the month of October all the more sensational in
business affairs. Metals are apt to be firm, fuels very weak. Raw
1textile materials will be strong, but the textile factories will be weak.
1Tariff questions will loom ever larger, and the inter-European cus.
toms agreement is likely to be a prominent factor of discussion

The Sont of Solomon
Always is it to be remembered that it was on the day that the Song
of Songs was revealed below that the Shekinah descended - as if for
the first time, though we know that she had been with man from the
beginning and had shared in the whole creation. The subject however,
is to show that this glorious canticle is the world's history of her in
man, the beginning and end of all that belongs to the union, the
Mystery of the Lover and the Beloved throughout the ages of election.
It is the summary of Holy Scripture.... In a word, it contains all that
has been, is and shall ever be, for it is the story of that Isis who is
Shekinah, from the first verses concerning the kisses of his mouth to
the last rapture on the mountain of spices.

A.E. WAITE
(From: The Hol)) KabbalahJ
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THE TAROT IX

The Minor Arcanae. - These are of less philosophical interest
t1nd have relation especialiy to divination. The fuller details will be
found in our Correspondence Course for students; only a practical
summary can be given here. In the order of the «Temples» o~
«suits». the method chosen is that which is most in accord with tra ·
ciitional divination.
The Sceptres. Wands, Clubs, or Trefoils. - This Temple signifies rulership, whether spiritual or terrestrial. relates to the higher
bodies of Man, and is in astrological correspondence with the sign of
Air.
THE LORD OF THE SCEPTRE. - A crowned king, seated, sometimes of rustic appearance, holding a sceptre or wand poiAting to the
ground. Meaning This may represent the father, sometimes a country
gentleman or farmer, and has the character value of honesty. May
lie favourable to marriage if the Querent be a woman.
Reversed. - Justice and severity, doubtful honesty if the rest of
the Arcanae are in keeping with this meaning.
THE MISTRESS OF THE SCEPTRE. - A queen throned, usually
dark in complexion, holding in her hand a rod which has budded.
l"v1 eaning. A woman of the higher type, one in authority, rich, and it
may also indicate success in business. Sounds a warning against trickery.
Reversed. - Enforced economy material ideas, doubtful friendship, and loose dealings in business.
THE WARRIOR OF THE ScEPTR'E. - This is the «Image Symbol» or «Court Card» which is seldom seen in modern «packs» of
«cards». The whole question of «Warrior» and «Slave», or
.«Knight» and «Knave» (Page, or «] acb) is discussed fully in the
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Correspondence Course to which allusion has been made. The symbol
is that of a Warrior, mounted, lightly armed, sometimes in a herald's
surcoat,. bearing a roll of parchment. Meaning. Action which brings
about changes, new friendships, new enterprises. A disturbing element, though it may bring good. Reversed. Absurd hopes, impoten!
desires, dissension and waste of force.
THE SuVE OF THE SCEPTRE. - This is the traditional title.
The word «knave» meant much the same thing, and did not carry
in the Middle Ages the meaning of roguery which it bears now. The
word «Pa ge» is inapplicable and was only suggested to complete the
«court>> note of King, Queen, Knight and Page. The Arcana is
usually represented as a young man, on foot either carrying a scroll
or reading from it. M caning. A subordinate or a near relative, perhaps
an approaching visit. Also messages, letters, and news of every character. The student must not forget that these meanings are suggestive,
only, for in every laying out of the Arcana, and in the nature of
every question put by a Querent the interpretation will require a special application). Reversed. A bearer of evil news, or the evil news
itself. L oss of hopes, often arising from indecision.
THE 0Nr.: (ACE) OF SCEPTRES. - A hand holding a sceptre or
a wand; this is sometimes shown as though coming from a cloud.
Meaning. Creation, origin, birth, new venture, impulsion, initiative,
ancestry, personal religion. Reversed. lrreligion, decline, end of a
plan, and may indicate weakening of good impulses.
THE Two OF SCEPTRES. - These are nearly always shown as
crossed. Meaning. A burden of responsibility. Sometimes wealth, but
with cares. Undesired power. There is also a sense of fear in the Arcana. Reversed. An unpleasant surprise. An overturn of values. A
realization that more has been attempted than can be carried out.
Generally trouble of some kind.
THE THREE OF SCEPTRES. - Either in a triangle, or side by
side. Meaning. Favourable for trade, commerce or invention. Travel
and transportation. Good for relations with a foreign country. R e·
versed. This is rather an unusual case, for all interpretations agree that
even reversed, this Arcana carries the meaning of the clearing awav
cf a cloud, or the arrival at the end of a period of trouble.
THE FouR OF SCEPTRES. - Either in the form of a square or
presented as the corners of a square, never side by side. M eaning.
Prosperity in the more material sense, good home, country place.
family arrangements, and, in the larger sense, a council or a popular
assembly. Reversed. The meaning remains the same.
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THE FIVE OF SCEPTRES. - In the form of a square with the fifth
sceptre in the middle. M eani11g. Authority, sometimes even to arrogance. Riches, but these may be l•ost by pride or selfishness. Lawsuits. Self-importance. Reversed. Losses at law, enemies, ill-judged
obstinacy, the native will put himself in difficulties by his readines:;
to take offence.
THE Six OF SCEPTRES. - Either in the form of two triangles, or
a square with two in the middle. Meaning. Quarrel, strife, misunderstanding, a delay of good, and a condition wherein both gain and
loss are mingled. Vexed problem. Reversed. False news, dishonest
servants, untrustworthy employes, careless doctors, and the health
undermined.
THE SEVEN OF SCEPTRES. - The symbol is set forth in different
ways, but the three within the square is the truest. Meaning. Discussion, contract, agreement, speech--making, compromise. The initial
stages of some important project. Heversed. Embarrassment, uncertainty, lack of the power to judge a.nd decide, vain talk.
THE EIGHT OF SCEPTRES. - The truest symbol is that of an
eight-pointed star, the ends of the sceptres crossed. M ea11ing. Swiftness and secrecy. Either hidden things may be made clear, or there is
a tendency to establish secrets. Surprise, rarely favourable. Reversed.
Misunderstandings with persons of the opposite sex, jealousy, family
disputes, troubles over legacies.
THE NINE OF SCEPTRES. - The symbol is always in three
groups of three. M eaning. Study in higher things, education above
the level of the parents, lack of appreciation, controversy. Reversed.
Studies wrongly undertaken or beyond the powers of the native, loss
of energy, failure to attain the end sought.
THE TEN OF SCEPTRES. - The arrangements differ greatly in
different versions. M eani11g. N ecei;sity, fate, destiny, burdens, but
opportunity to surmount obstacles. Reversed. Intrigues, treachery,
ingratitude, tyranny, and calamities arising from misapplication of
opportunities given.
The surest sign of mediocrity is t•o condemn what one does not understand.
Do not scorn platitudes J They are great and striking truths to those who hear them for the first time.
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THE TAROT IX

The Minor Arcanae. -

These are of less philosophical interest
and have relation especially to divination. The fuller details will be
found in our Correspondence Course for students; only a practical
summary can be given here. In the order of the «Temples» or
«suits», the method chosen is that which is most in accord with tra ·
ditional divination.
The Sceptres, Wands, Clubs, or Trefoils. - This Temple signifies rulership, whether spiritual or terrestrial, relates to the higher
bodies of Man, and is in astrological correspondence with the sign of
Air.
THE LORD OF THE SCEPTRE. - A crowned king, seated, sometimes of rustic appearance, holding a sceptre or wand poiAting tO the
ground. M eaning This may represent the father, sometimes a country
gentleman or farmer, and has the character value of honesty. May
lie favourable to marriage if the Querent be a woman.
Reversed. - Justice and severity, doubtful honesty if the rest of
the Arcanae are in keeping with this meaning.
THE MISTRESS OF THE SCEPTRE. - A queen throned, usually
dark in complexion, holding in her hand a rod which has budded.
!~eaning. A woman of the higher type, one in authority, rich, and it
may also indicate success in business. Sounds a warning against trickery.
Reversed. - Enforced economy material ideas, doubtful friendship, and loose dealings in business.
THE WARRIOR OF THE ScEPTR'E. - This is the «Image Symbol» or «Court Card» which is seldom seen in modern «packs» of
«cards». The whole question of «Warrior» and «Slave», or
«Knight» and «Knave» (Page, or «J acb) is discussed fully in the
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Discoveries and inventions, possibily having to do with fuel, will
make this a notable winter, and there is likely to be a scramble among
the Powers to increase Air Forces alarmingly, especially v.ich small
fightin g units. Discovery of a new fuel for airplanes will facilitate
development.
This will be a winter marked by a good deal of sickness, possibly
in the form of violent influenza, or some epidemic marked by acute
pains in the head. « Raphael » suggests that this may he of a character to affect seriously the memory.

Conjunction of Mars and Jupiter
Conjunction. Sept. 27 th., at I, 12 p. m. Greenwicch
This conjunction, were it not for th1e unfavourable indications of
the Solar Ingress, would betoken a remarkable trade expansion, and,
indeed, this is Ii ely to ta e place, but in an unhealthy manner.Large
fortunes will be lost and gained, and the effect of this conjunction
will be to render the month of October all the more sensational in
business affairs. Metals are apt to be firm, fuels very weak. Raw
1textile materials will be strong, but the textile factories will be weak.
1Tariff questions will loom ever larger, and the inter-European customs agreement is likely to be a promine:nt factor of discussion

The Song of Solomon
Always is it to be remembered that it was on the day that the Song
of Songs was revealed below that the :Shebnah descended - as if for
the first time, though we know that she had been with man from the
beginning and had shared in the whole creation. The subject however,
is to show that this glorious canticle is the world's history of her in
man, the beginning and end of all tthat belongs to the union, the
Mystery of the Lover and the Beloved throughout the ages of election.
It is the summary of Holy Scripture .... In a word, it contains all that
has been, is and shall ever be, for it is the story of that Isis who is
Shekinah, from the first verses concerning the kisses of his mouth to
the last rapture on the mountain of spices.
A.E. WAITE
(From: The HolJ) KabbalahJ
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AppGintements only

w. FRANKLAND
~tor

of

Astrological Investigations
New Measures in Astrology
Keys to Symbolic Dir01ting

Will· undertnke Ifo1·os1·opes, Direc·tions, Rert ifi1•11t ions. Inte1Tiews. One
Guinea l forosMpe specially recommended.
Apply: 8 Queen' s Garden,

(Trance or Normal)

Lancaster Gate

'l'el. A lie1·eo1·u :-1008

LONDON, W. 2

A CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Are You Making the
- Best of Your Life -

~

•

Or do you only reeognis e an opportunity when it hns passed 'l
To save future mistakes sen1l for an
Astrological Ho1·oscope.

IN

N UMEROLOGY
.

UY

Dr.Juno K ayy Walton
H ollywood's L eading

Hours, 11 a.m. to 7 p, m.

N umcrologist

Miss A. HULL
36 Shaftesbury Avenue
Piccadilly Circus, W. 1

Address -

1147 Euclid St.,

SAN'l'A :MONICA, CALIF.

Mme MELROSE

Course 18.00 Dollars. Paid in full
or 10.00 down and 2. 00 Dollars per
lesson (in advance) until · course is
paid. Lessons sent weekly.

Clairvoyan te & Palrniste
34, Porcheeter Square, W. 2.
Tel. Park 12 7 I
LO NO< ·N

Eleanor Thedieck
SPIRITUAL HEALING ON
THE HIClUER PLANES

:Bazaars, H ouse & Garden
Parties A ttented

2222-42nc1. Avenue
Oakla nd', Calit

u. s. A.

•

The Bind of P1re Spiritualism

JAMES H . HYSLOP - X
HIS BOOK
A C r oss R e re r e n ce Reuord
Collated and Annotaled
by

For Pure Spiritual- P sychicUnfoldment at Home
Learn to get your own Sp iri t Comrn11nitatio11s. l<.;:ithusiasLic corresponding 1111ils all over the world. PURE
YIBRA 'l'JON, PURE TEACHING of
ilfA'l'l.:R IA 1,1 z rm SPIRI '.I.' TEACHl~ L{t:i only. Regular rate 5 Dollars for
year course; 1 DoHar for 2 months;
b11L 11 0 one f urn ed away. Let 1930
s ta r t you towa rd soul accomplishment. ,J OLN T ll lE BAND NOW
DAISY ~ IBSON BUETTNER

GERTRUDE OGDEN TUBBY. l .S.

309 B Steiner Street
San Francisco, California, U.S.A.

GERTRUDE OGDlrn 'r UBBY, B.S.

ff Baling

tnu sllant wau

Formerly Secret ary of the American
Society for P sychical Research
'l'lie first published record of psyrhic
communications received .from the
late founde r of t lie American :-iuciely
for Psychical Resea rch.
432 pp., 8 vo. C'lot h. Ill uslral e<I.
Per Copy, a.7fi Dolfars
By Mail, 4.00 Dollars
Check E nclosed (o r C.0.D. Ma il)
184 Bellene An, Upper Me•lcl•ir N. J.

Tel: :MAll)A V ALg 1273

Treatment for diseas ed conditions
of mind, body or est ate DAILY.
Through fait h I have had wonderful success in healing and t eaching
t hose who are ailing physically, financially or spiritually.
Love offerings only

VORA B. DURAND

l t'lat ~
162, Po rt sci own lfoad.
~ l aida Va le,
l .ondon, N. W. !)

SPRING 'vALLEY, CALIFORNIA

•
•

•
International Buaomst mission •

BUDDHIST R E LIG I O U S

T RACT SOCIETY

Chief Distributing Centre of Buddhist Information
«CAB IN HOUSE~

H ospital R oad

THATON

BURMA

CHIEF DIRECTOR . . ..... . ... ...... .. . .. U. M. HLA.

Men1tall §c:itence
Magazine
If you are interested in any branch of new thought, mental and
occult scienc.es, send for application blank to join new Mental Science
League and receive sample copy Mental Science Magazine. No ·
ccharges or dues.

MENTAL SCIENCE
109, No. Dearborn St.

LEAGUE
CHICAGO ILL.

PSYCHIC WOHLD MONTHLY
« NOTHING HIGHER THAN SPIRIT »
Founded by Chas H. Leitenberg. Now published by
Jennie M. DAWES KIRKEL, Editor
663 N. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa - U.S. A.
Subscriptions 1.25 dollar a year (Foreign) -

Domestic 1 dollar

NOTE. - Spiritualism carries a great truth. Same is being told
fearlessly and intelligently b:y a group of truth seekers in the above
publication. One of the oldest def enders of Spiritualism in America.

THl: · l\IOON'S SIGN 8001\
TH• PLANETARY DAILY GUIDE FOR ALL
By Llewellyn Oeor!e
Points the H ' ay To Success

Farmers, gardeners, fruit growers, poullrJ) raisers will find in it
directions for using planetary vibrations to increase and improve production. Business people fi nd i~ a decided aid in the development of
important ventures. It is a Moon's Sign Baok. Gives the Moon's
phases, signs and dates on which to act for best results. These dates
are calculated from known planetary positions and based on established astrological facts. The 25th. annual edition for I 930 is now ready.
Send for a copy toda:y and begin at once to
Act in Harmon:y with Natural Law
( 130 page catalog FREE)
LLEWELLYN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Astrological Bldg.,
8921 T.S. National Blvd., Palms, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

,.,-~

Brotherhood of The Holy
Pentagram

Cl

Box 341, Plattsburg, NEW-YORK

~I

lJ. S. A.

We offer courses in Psychology,
Occultism, Ancient Magic, the Secret
Doctrine in Free-Masonry and Spiritualism.

You Cl!ln m BkP- them
s ' I ' ~ C> :N" a.

WITHOUT

\\Te hn ve an unlimited s upply of
rare and out of pl'int Ocr.nlt. Mystical, P sychological, Masonic and Astl'O!ogi cal hooks. Also we search for
and procure any hook yo u may desire
Send for onr hook l'aLalogue and
0 111' hookl·et, Ol<;NERA f, INFORJ\TJ\TCON, r elati\'e to our (·ourses, which
yo n would (ind most interesting and

instmctive.
Gazing c:r.vstals, Incense of many
rnrieties,

also

individual

incense

Prices npon appliC'atio11.

Tf 1 ,von r Eyf'R aa·c n f"ff'c't"'' you n eed

o\1r
ha.rml~ xs

Book o n <rEyc1rn, d <"scl'ihin t!' a
m.eU1ncl by whieh you e»n strengthPn t he
CJ'C'S and improv<' th o v iKion without op11n1t.inn 01· the aid of <ll'll~s 01· glasses. 1t
Is In th o rrn tnro of 11 gent.lo m•ssage whloh
st intulntt-.s tho ac tion or tlw blood in t.h"
rye 11l'Wrirs, wiU1 lh o rP~ 111t thnt nntu n\ 1
s ight is •·cstorecl. nnd thr "~'C's brC'ome
pa in J.uly and surely moulded to normal
By this menus ncnr·sighl. far·sight, nstig·
mMi sm, 11nd othe1· ddorl< n re corrcctrd.
Y1r.u Cl't.n discard your ,:!ln.~scs nnd counter·
a(;t hcadncho a ncl cyrstrn in by five min·
ut.e s ma nipn lnHon
daily in your own
h1)me.

!'

BISHOP ANDERSON

'l'h is book is p ublis hed nt 1/-. hul its
conle nts :tro o r s nc;h vitn.1 importance to
su 1Tt•1·crs from <'Ye clcfocts that w e
h:avc dcciclc•d lo g ive 11way 80.000 copied
al~ cost. Safeguard your sight. and seu d
your name nud address with 3d. (abroad
6 foreign) post1111:0 sti;mps for expenses.
Address Publishors : ·

55 Bo1111dary Ronrl, St.. Johns Wood

111l

Road, London N. W. 8

Consulting Psychologist
Clairvoyante et Clairandiente
Crystal Readings
Test Medium
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

I

Soe Nature with naked eyes-not
through glass windows.
A 1/ - BOOK on the «Eyes» !'REE

Madame

(Late 27 Old Bond Sl.)
(Pbo11e : Maida Vale 5625)

!

SPFCTACLES
OPERATION
or MEDICINE

I

NEU-VITA (Dept.. DC. 11)
fi5-78, Central Buildings, London
Bridge, London, S. 1:.1, England

I ..................................

~

...............................................

~

Transcendental

Readings and l'sycholugieal stud ies
from Haucl::;, Photographs, Lei.Iers,elc
Consultations by appointment

l ·f agic

Bus 53-2-13

~~~~~

rh1~ Un ~een Forces of Lhe Universe
will help a ny honest seeker after
1

Mias Francis Daunton

Trnth. J offe r Y OU a gen ui ne Co urse

For full detailed reading send 2 / 6
Postal Order, stamped and addressed
envelope and birthdate

Health, Busines~. etc., definitely
dealt with

Circles, Mond11.ys, and Fridays
at 3 and 8. Fee I/ Private Sittings daily, 2 to 6
Flat 2 (I st floor)
18 Monmouth Road, Westbourne
Grove, Bayswater, London W. 2

'jIi
I

of :Scientific Study hased ou 20 vea rs'
persona l experi ~n('e, On a FREEWILL BASIS. ALL that there is
worth knowing about Science and Religi·on is offered you.
En1:lose stamped addresaed envelope
MR. JOHN HARB ORNE,
38, Queens Road, Aston
BmMINGHAM-ENGLAND

.............................................

Modern Astrol<0>gy
The Great English Astrological Review founded by Alan Leo in 1890

Editress: Mrs. ALAN LEO
Price : One Shilling net
Annual Subscription : Post- Free. 13/MODERN ASTROLOGY OFFICES

Imperial Buildings -Ludgate Circus

LONDON E. C. 4

DIR~CTORY

OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE
AND SPIRITUALISM

Compiled by William C. Hartmann
AN INTERNATIONAL COMPILATION
C>F"

Periodicals
Editors
Authors
Lecturers
Spiritualist Societies
Spiritualist Camps

Clairvoyants
Spiritualists
Mediums
Ministers
Psychics
Ministrants
Psychometrists
Healers
Churches and Librairies
Publishers' Register
.A.1'J":c>

An extensive bibliography of about 2000 volumes.
Covering the United States and many foreign countries.
PRICE

s.

1.oo POST AID

"Hart.rnaon 's Who's Who"
NEW ISSUE : Completely Revised; Greatly Improved; New
Features Added; More Comprehensive Throughout.
(A Biography, Directory and Bibliography Combined)

The

Stan~ard

Reference WDI k of the World

Price : 3.00 Dollars, Postpaid

The Occult Press,

Box 43. JAMAICA, L. /., N. Y.

The International

Psychi<~

Gazette

Editor-in-Chief : JoHN LEWIS
The most far-reaching Psychic review, with special emphasis given to psychic
and spiritualistic movements, the world over. Strictly independent.

Continental Editor: PASCAL FORTHUNY
Annual subscription : 7/- post free - Abroad : 8/- post free
United States and Canada : 2 dollars
Sixpence the copy
EDITORIAL AND BUSINESS OFFICES

69, High H olborn. -

LONDON

W. C. 1

.

PSYGHIG
UJFOLDmElI
Books by Dr. GRUMBINE
He will send you a free deli11ealion
of your Psychic powers.
CLAIRVOYANCE. - Teaches you
how to pierce the veil of sense, see
your spirit friends and enjoy spiritual communication in your own home.
Cloth. Price Dol. 1.75.
CLAIRAUDIENCE. - The technique of bow to hear spirit \'Oices
and to train the inner hearing. A
sane l>0ok for earnest students. Paper. Price 80c.
TELEPATHY. - How to send
thought radiograms to any part of
the worl'd. Price Doi. 1.75 cloth;
80 c. paper.
PSYCHO.MJ~'fRY, Its Science and
Law of Unfoldment. Price 80 c.
cAURAS AND COLOR» 80 c,
cPSYCHOLOGY OF COLOR» 80c.
cSECRETS OF THE NEW APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY» Doi. 1.00
Dr. J. C. F. GRUMBINE
317 East 24th St., So. Portland
OREGON U.S. A.

:- T:E-I:E

'

~

The ~ os1cruc1an
FBIIOWSbiD
Box 50 Oceanside, California, U.S.A.

A SCHOOL OF LIGHT
OF THE AQUARIAN AOE
Correspondence courses in Astrology
and Occu:tism. Descriptive literature
gladly sent free on application.
Ephemeris for ] 931 now ready-25r..
each, postpaid. Large type. Easy tu
reacl. Write us

£01·

information and

price lists of books in English,French,
German and Spanish.

J.v.I.A..:E-I:.A.. 13 C> ~ :E-I:I -:

Founded b31 Ven : Anagarika Dharmapala
The J ournal of the Maha Bodhi Society of India
The oldest Buddhist English monthly
A Journal of Buddhist Brotherhood devoted to the Buddha
Dhamma. It contains articles of a general nature pertaining to History,
Ethics, Archaeology, Philosophy and Literature. News of Buddhist
activities all over the world is a special feature of the Magazine.
Annual subscription :India, Burma, and Ceylon ....... . Rs. 4
6s.
Europe and Africa ............. .
s2
America ... . .. ............... .
Japan and Far East .. ......... . Yen 4
Look out for
BUDDHA DAY NUMBER 1930
(May and June)
Fully illustrated and contains illuminating articles from prominent
writers all over the world.
Price Re 1 including Postage

Free to subscribers. -

Books on Buddhism supplied.

MAHA BODHI JOURNAL
.+A, Colleie Square, CJ\LCUTTA, INDIA

fflIBDCLE HERLTD FOOD
A PERFECT and NATURAL FOOD, containing all the
elements which are essenlial to repair the daily waste of the body, and
the wear of mental and physical forces; this food contai~s the materiali;
in the right proportions for building the brain, bone, and muscle.
MAKE IT YOURSELF I
The effect of this food on the general health is so decided that
aliments of long standing seem to disappear like magic.

MY GOLDEN RULE OFFER
Send me a l<'reewi l:· Offering-, 11011', an<l
t r uctiuus, telli ng yon huw lo make aud lu
:is you a re sat isfied t hat iL is all and more
as .rout' seuse of just il·e p1·u111p!:; you- the
sprearliug the work.

T will scud you my rompletc insuse Miracle Health Food. :\ :; !"•i.m
!111rn l <· lnim f'o t· i f, seud s ueh sum
fu nds su rccei\'c<l will he use<l fur

FREE-With every order, a Health and Longevity Secret
I can tell you how to make and use a mixture which might almost
be called an «Elixir of Life». It helps others why not you?
Remit by cheque or Money Order. International Money Orders
to be made payage on Jacksonville, Fla. U.S.A. All orders receive
prompt and personal attention.
JAMES E. Mc MAHEL (Pub.)
Lock Box 41-A.
White House, Florida, U.S. A.

Ps1enle Impressions

The Wheel

from your

of Life

Handwriting
or

Small Article
I /-

2/ 6
5/-

Sample R eading
Condensed R eading
Extended R eading

SEND MONEY ORDER TO
PHYLLIS M. TATE
I 70, South Street Park

SHEFFIELD

ENGLAND

Three volumes published By

MAURICE WEMYSS
Deals pl'in<'ipa :-ly wiLh t he relation
of the degrees of t he Zodiac and of
th e planets to human cha racter:also
, on ta ins T able;; of H ouses fo r London and N e w-York, according to the
Campanus SysLem. Each vol. 5/ -.

« MODERN ASTROLCGY »

Ludgate Circus

London

ARE YOU
SEEKING TRUTH
Koreshanity solves all
universal riddles. Gives the
true answers lo the questions of life,

death and

L' ASTROSOPHIE
Revue d'A strologie, Bsoterl·
que et Exoterlque et des Sc/en·
ces Psyohiques et Occultes.
P ri x du nnmcro : 3 fr. 50

fran~ais

ABONN ~1\ifEN'f ANNUEL :
Franre et Colonies .. .

35 fr. fran<,;ais

immortal attainment.
ETH.ANGER :

•

Literature free. Write

Pays clans I 'accord
de :-ltockholm. .. .. .

The Guiding Star

40 fr.

fran~ais

Autres pays (Etats
Un is, A ngleterre)

45 fr. franQais

Numero gratuit sur demande

Publishing House
Estero, Lee co., Florida, U. S. A.

INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE'
DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE
Afriquc du Nord

Tunisie.

THE OGCUL'l., DIGEST
A Periodical of Reprint and Research

Articles on
Astrology, Numerology, Palmistry, Graphology
Theo.sophy, Rosicrucianism, P sychic Philosophy, Spirit Phenomena
Mysticism

With a Digest of the Latest News in
Science, Psychical Research, Occult Order, etc
THE OCCULT DIG.ST
Monthly 25 c.

1900 North Clark Street, CHICAGO. U.S. A .
Subscription - 3.00 Dollars a Year - in the U.S.A. and Canada
3.50 Dollars Foreign
. _-J

A Scholarly periodical in popular language, with a sense of humor
and a literary flair. A briUiant group of contributors
from all parts of the wo1rld. One dollar a year
Published quarterly
Single copie~s 35 cents
ELIZABET1-l ALDRICH
136, West 12th Street,
N ew-Yor/t, U. S. A.

Practical

Astrology

An up-to-date monthly magazine: devoted to the study of Scientific
Astrology; containing items of cur1rent interest to all students of the
science. Illustrated by Horoscopes of prominent characters.
Each issue contains maps of Lunations for Capitals of the important
countries of the world, also the pri1ncipal cities of the United States,
with explar.ations and comments.
Subscription 2,00 Dollars per ye.ar - single copies 25 c.

1.00 Dollar for six months

H. V. HEIR NDON

690, Market St., San Fmncisco, Calif U. S. A.

The British College of Psychic Science, Ltd.
15, QUEEN'S GATE. - LONDON, s. W.7.
Tel. Western 398 I
Hon. Principal : Mrs. Hewat Mc Kenzie
SYLLABUS ON APPLICATION
Best equipped centre for the study and demonstration of
Psychic Scienc::e in Britain
For Membership and experiments apply to the Hon. Secretary
u

. ..

PSYCHIC

SCIENCE"

Editor : Stanley de Brath, M.l.C.E.
Can be obtained from the College: : 2/ 9 Post Free; 1!/ -yearly.
Sam~le Cc'l>y F rec
.

!

t.

-THE COSMIC WAY
THE R!>S1CRUC!ANS EXTEND A WEt~Gl\'!E TO YOU

..,

If you are seeking to make contact with the most fascinating facts of life revealing the Cosmic lc.ws and principles,
which bring development and progress in your mastership of
the problems of life, the Rosicrucians e:~tc-nd their hand and
hearts to you in the true spirit of fellowship. Through m~ny
ages and in many lands this very old organisation has po!nted
out the path to a NE\V LIFE and a better, more happy ma:;ter
~ ship, bringing a realization of the dreams and desires of
- those who sincerely wish to become all that God intended
~ man and woman to be. The knowledge lhey offer to you so
freely will enable you to TURN your DREAMS INTO
FULFILLMENT and your desires into living realities,
through cooperation with the Cosmic principles and thinking
i11 accordance with the Cosmic wr.y.
::13 E

N" C>'T' 1.\1.1: !: S

J.:..., E

:i::>

The Rosicrucian organization is not a commercial movement, nor a cult, or sectarian denomination. It is a universal
brotherhood, devoted to your best interests, and it will be glad
to send to you, WITHOUT OBLIGATION, a cooy of
its new and beautiful book entitled, «TH E CATHEDRAL
OF THE SOUL», if you will t>sk defini tely for it and address your letter (not a post card) to the addre:s given below.
You will prize this book and it may prove to be the beginning
of a new life for you.
Add rel.'ls :

SAN JOSE

Llbrartnn %. .

C. tl.

AMORC TEMPLE
Rosicrucian Park
CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

IBJ-_-_-.: :______ ______..;;:~=-
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